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Benton, Kentucky — ThungdaY, Sept. 30, 1965

TWO NEW OFFICERS ARE
ANNOUNCED BY ASHBY CORP.
G. Robert Durham has been
elected president
and
D.
been
Kenneth Asthby has
elected chairman of the board
and chief executive officer of
the Ashby corporation, 1601
Woodson Road, St. Louis, effective November 1, it was
Mr.
by
announced
today
Ashby.
Corporation,
The
Astiby
with manufacturing plants in
St. Louis nad Benton, manufactures casual furniture, alusteel
mint:fin and stainless
tubing, swimming pool deck
equipment, metal roll form
products, screw machine prometal
ducts and fabricated
products.
Mr. Durham, 36, joined
Ashby in 1964 as vice presimanager.
dent and general
He served as regional manager
of Reynolds Metals Co. prior
D joining Asfaby.
Mr. Ashby
founded
the
Ashby Corporation in 1943 as
a fabricator of metal products.
The company has shown remarkable growth and expansion into related fields.
Ashby sales have more than
tripled in the last 3 years and
projected sales for 1966 are
proceeding at art even greater
rate of acceleration.

Soil Improvement
Annual Meet Has
Good Affendance

Henry Ward Lists
Points Of Bond
For Highways

Approval of the $176 bilSome two to three hundred
lion band issue on November
members of Marshall County.
2 will make it possible for the
Soil Improvement Association
Kentucky Department of Highmeetattending the annual
ways to proceed quickly and
in an orderly manner with
ing Saturday listened to the
the programming of several
report on the operation of the
highway improvement
proassociation for 1964.
jects in the Purchase
area,
H. W. Peters, formerly of
Comm': norar
of
Highway
$550,000.00 REVENUE BONDS were purchased Thursday
Manahan County, gave an inHenry Ward said Wednesday
afternoon, September 23, in the city hall in Benton by
teresting talk On agriculture
in an address to the Paducan
Reinholdt & Gardner, a St. Louis investment banking
in Marshall County
during
Rotary Club.
firm. Pictured at left is Charles Story who has the conThe commissioner listed the having their formal opening Fri
and Saturday of this the past 20 years. Mr. Peters striction contract which has already started in the northfollowing as major
projects BENTON DRESS SHOP, 1104 M n Street in Benton, is prefaced his address with the
west section of Benton of Ashby Corporation; Mayor Guy
G. Robert Durham
for the Purchase area in the week. The management features Sparkling arrangement title, "Things Are Not What
Mathis; Fred Gerhard, treasurer of Ashby; Bob Durham,
f
immediate future.
ladies
They
Used
To
Be."
this area. Door prizes
of the latest in fashions for
vice president and general manager of Asrby; George
1. Finalizing of plans, ptua will be given to visitors at a dra ing during the formal
Lucky prize winners at the Breathitt, representing Securities Incorporated fiscal
of
chase of rights of way and opening. Shown above is the insi
this new shop with drawing were: Don
Nelson, agents of Louisville; and Myrvin H. Mohler, executive
beginning of cootruction
on Mrs. Jack Jennings on the left d Mrs. Myrelene Phil- Olice Mason, Luther Cole, and
vice president of Bank of Benton, representing Reinholdt
to greet you.
Interstate 24.
Hoy Greenfield.
lips on the right who will be on
& Gardener, low bidder on the bond issue.
2. Insuance of right of way
Immediately following the
and construction of Purchase
meeting the board of direcParkway.
tors met to reorganize, with
3. Moderinzation of U. S. 45
re-elected
The Benton High
School Lake Riley being
from Lone Oak to Mayfield.
600 pages met in the school li- president and Robert Edwards
4.
Moderization of U. S. 'Boyd Motor Company,
accord I brary to elect officers
for re-elected vice president. G.
The Benton Rotary Club on
641 from Purchase Parkway North Main in Benton,
The Trainer Hospital will
W. Lofton was elected to the
showing
Sett,
is
Burl
1965
68.
ing
to
Tuesday of this week presentat Benton through
Murray
be
in
this
community
Tuesboard and Robert Edwards
eight.
the brand new 1966 Plymouth
ed 'The Buoys', an
etiofficers elected are as
to Tenneasee State line.
was re-elected to serve on the day and Wednesday, October
piece band of Calvert City, a
Becky Bradley, pre5. Completion Of moderiza- and Chrysler Thursday, Friboard.
5, 6, for the purpose of train- check in the amount of $50 lion of U. S. 51 from the Ohio day and Saturday of this sident; Betsy McClain, vice
to help underwrite the exRiver to the Tennessee State week.
president, Ceclia Ducan, sec
ing medical personnel in this 00
The Boyd Motor Company relay; La Donna
penses of this group for travel.
line.
Haltom,
county for any
emergency
ing to Memphis on WednesD. Kenneth Ashby '
6. Improvement of
access staff will be very happy to Maitre; Linda Lee Hill, pubthat might come up.
day where they performed at
roads from Fulton, Clinton, have you insit them, sea lic! chairman.
The first session will be
the Mid South Fair.
Wingo, Mayfield and Benton some of the new models,
Ages for 1965 - 66 are as
Tuesday night, October 5, at
take a test ride.
to Purchase Parkway.
It has been reported that
Clinton Hansen and his 7:00 in the cotranunity bundfollow*: Becky Bradley, Betsy
7. Four landing of U. S.
"Be sure to register," as
Henson
Duncan, salesmen at
Motor ling. Byron Simpson from the another civic group of PaCecelia
MOOD.
68 from Paducah to Interstate Mr. Flats, "for a new 1
'Pub* Copeland, LaDonna Company, 612 North Main in State Department of Health &with also did the same thing.
24.
Chrysler.
Plymouth ,
Haiti, Valera Wyett, NW" Benton are showing all the Mobilization will be the inFarmers and businessmen
8. Four landing of U. S. Barracuda to be given away
Newly elected and appointAda moon, Linda
NM new models of the Dodge for structor for all medical perare invited to a special 1sta ed officer of Benton Chapter 82 (Blaindbille Road) from
Lovett, 1966.
Downing, Jeri
sonnel, salty directors
and
District Farm-City Farm Pro- No. 305, Order of she Eastern Joakson
Street to Paducah
Cart, , The staff at Hamm Motor first aid personal in
4.111111
*de
ducts to kicilcoff "Buy Ken- Star, were installed at a meet- ,Ttiraor College Campus.
Ned Pace, sponsor. Company will be very hap- county.
tucky Farm Products Month"
These are some of the maing held at Benton, Thursday
Nes plan to go mid- py for you to come in to are
Riley Motors, Inc., headed
October 4 at Clymer's Resjor
projects which the
Deevening, September 23.
boiling October 7
the new Dodges and while
at
by Leon Riley, extends
taurant 7:00 a. In. (CST1 in
psrtrnent of Highways agrees
Mrs. Margaret Allen, Asthere see their brand
new
Invitation to visit their sales
Paducah.
ought to be programmed imsociate Grand Matron of Kenshowroom.
room at 706 North Main ir
mediately, Ward said. "There
Governor Edward T. BreaThe regular meeting of the
Installing
tucky, served as
Benton this weekend and see
Mr. Henson is giving away
are other projects in the planthitt will give the principal
Student
Grand Chapter Officer
durCouncil of Murray
their new 1966 Mercurys and
.hams Thursday, Friday, and
ning mill which can be moved
address to the breakfasts by
State College was held Weding the ceremonies.
JI
Troop Saturday and in addition there
Girt Scout
Comets.
forward in an orderly way
means of a direct telephone
Special music honoring the with adequate financing nesday, September 22.
The 141
Tuesday, September will be a television
In announcing the '66 Mergiven
hook-up from the
breakfast
Stephen
Thomas
Muller,
a
Student
Book
Matron
and
Exchange,
new Worthy
a 28. sr
a th home of Mrs. Dean away Saturday afternoon.
which will be made possible
cury, the sales staff said the
being held in Frandfort.
University
of
Kentucky
senior
possability
that
might enable Fau
Worthy Patron, Mr. and Mrs. by issuance of bonds.
. afficers were elected
The breakfasts are
being
See their page of advertis- from Marshall County, was 1966 Mercury is a new define.
students to buy their books as f on: Christal
Kenneth Reed, was presented
White,
"The bond issue will make
sponsored joinlly by the Kening
in this edition for further one of three UK students ap- tion of driving pleasure; and
at
a
cheaper rate, was dis- presi
by Mrs. Mary Neale Williams tt possible for the
Farmer,
Debbie
Departtucky Farm-City
Committee
details.
UK
President the new Comet is the lively
pointed by
an ment of Highways to match cussed and a committee meet• vice
ealerat: Carolyn Woods,
. and the Kentucky Farm pro- and Bailey Spears and
serve as new driving machine — the
Oswald
to
John
W.
ing was set for detailed work. sectaddendum in their honor was all federal-aid for
and treasurer; Phyhighway
ducts Promotion
Committee
a member of the UK Board big new generation Comet.
It was announced that
presented
by
the
members
of
the
tt.
llis
reporter.
construction without
interof the Governor's Commission
Turkeys, televisions, and
of Student Publications.
the chapter.
ference with state funds for Homecoming parade will start
Thet leaders are Mrs. Joseof Agriculture.
radios are to be given away
The board consits of six
at
10:00
p.
m.
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bailey
the
Spears,
game
other projects, rural seconphine,
See yOUT
1 Vilete and Mrs. Dean
county
Friday and Saturday at this
agent
student members, three faculwill be played at 1:30 p. m.
for reservation information. the retiring Worthy Matron dary programs or the county
Faughin. Refreshments
were
new car showing; be sure to
ty members, three members at
and Worthy Patron were pre- aid program," the Highway November 6. Parents Day was served after
the meeting.
register.
editor
and
adthe
Large
and
stressed
sented with Past Matron's and Commissioner continued.
encouraging all parvisor of Ilne Kentucky KerPast Patron's jewels by the
Mr. Ward concluded
his ents to attend M. S. C. on No"Kentuckian."
nel' and the
chapter.
speech with, "it would be a vember 13.
A report
from
Senator Organized in the spring of
Following the meeting re- terrible shame for Kentucky
Murray State College has
George Brand on the Legisla- 1964, the board has jurisdicenrolled a record 5.717 stud- freshments were served to the and Kentuckians to fail
to
Officials of the
Mrs. Madge Lester's fifth
Kentucky tive Special Session;
tion over campus-wide student
ents for the fall semester, an many guests and members of take advantage of the
forHighway Department
met
Univer- grade room elected class ofpublications at the
increase of 17.8 per cent over the chapter and Mrs. Allen ward progress we are mak.
600
Company,
Boyd
Motor
Recreational
facilities
at Wednesday. September
ficers Monday. Bobby Hurt,
29,
sity.
her
appointments ing. Failure of Kentuckians to Land Between
the previous high enrollment, disclosed
was
sect into law, which I
the Lakes, na- with Judge
John Rayburn and
Miller is the son of Dr. president; Ben Howard, vice
Wilson Gantt, college regis- of Mrs. Lillie Spears to serve approve the bond issue No- tional recreational area,
against. Under
very much
will the Marshall County
Fiscal
as her Grand Page and Bailey vember 2 would be tragic. I close for the
Joseph R. Miller, president; Ronald Thompson,
trar, has announced.
winter season Court to
this law, here is the approxi- and Mrs.
treasurer;
seek recommendaLast fall's
enrollment, of Spears to serve as Assistant urge all Kentuckians to
1402 Poplar Street, Benton, He secretary a n d
re- October 18 eatwt for use by
piece
of
on
a
results
mate
tions for next year's rural
graduated from Benton High Sharon Mathis, nurse; Ruth
4.854 had been the record and Grand Sentinel at the Grand spond aggressively
to
the special arrangement only, the
listed
Kentucky,
ProPerty in
road Programs.
School and is enrolled in the Arm Mofield, librarian; Phylwas an increase of 22 per cent Chapter Session which will be need of their state for sup- Tennessee Valley
Authority
$5,000 today. Your school
The recommendations will at
held in October.
of Arts arid Sciences lis Flett, reporter.
College
over 1963.
port of this issue. This is a has anriounced.
taxes this year at $1.50 rate
be used in deciding how best
We choose two eta% favori•—•
at
UK.
time of crisis. We must arouse
The enrollment figure in"Campers, picnicers
fully
and
will be $75.00; when
tes, Chaistal White and Ben
students
cludes only those
ourselves if we are to meet others who wish to use the to use money Allocated to be assessed at 100 per cent it
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
spent by the state in
Marshall Wyatt of Naples, Howard.
taking classes on campus.
this
this crisis."
facilities after October 18 are
will list at $20,000; at 50c rate
week
in
still welcome, but they will county during the year which plus 10 per cent a year for Florida spent ails
business; also visit
Mr. and Mrs. Bill DuBourg
have to get special permis- begins Jule 1, 1966. Nearly two years, your tax on this Benton on
one-third of the revenue that
Genie of Louisville spent last Satured his mother, Mrs.
sion from our
be
headquarters
will
1966
property in
day visiting Mrs. Ray Smith.
Wyatt.
Read
at Golden Pond to gain access comes into the state
$110; your 1967 tax bill will
to the areas" W. Sherrill Fund each year goes to sup- be $121. Then it reverts back
port the two rural programs.
Milliken Land Between the
to the $1.50 rate at 100 per
Lakes property manager said. These funds are divided among cent assessment. You will pay
the
state's
120
by
a
counties
Charges for the use of
$300 school tax in 1968.
those areas will be suspended formula which takes into acWe, the senators against this
count
rural
population
area,
for the winter, Mr. Filliken
and rural
tried to place a simple
bill,
mileage.
said.
on it to guarantee
amendment
In a statement from Highnot revert back to
could
it
way
Commissioner
Henry
rate. We were deWard- read at the meeting, it the $1.50
We tried to amend the
was Pointed out htat the de- feated.
$5,000 home
partment seelas full coopera- bill to place a
everybody,
for
Kinney-Hiett Motor Com- tion of the nscsai court in die' exemption
pany, owned and operated by cilarging the state's responsi- which would have helped escitizens
Lophus Hien, at 103 North bility under the law for the pecially our senior
We
income.
Main Street (Benton), through development and administra- with a fixed
were voted down again; we
their advertising in this is- tion of both programs.
tried to place the tax rate
sue is extending an ivitation
The CouritV Road Aid Prothe race horses which
viewto
the new 1966 Fords gram Is based on a $10 mil- back on
had been removed; we were
on display in their new build- lion
annual
appropriation.
voted down again,
ing this weekend.
The Rural Secondary
Program
Nearly all Senate votes for REVENUE BONDS for South Marshall Water District in
Mr. Hiett, Joe
Walters, is expected to ge t$23 million
included 17 of us the amount of $113,000.00 were delivered Thursday mornWeldon Nelson, and
Volney neat year, the en,tire
yield the people
Gov, ing, September 23, by George Breathitt, representing
Brien tell us that there are from two cents of the state's Senators helping Lieut.
Waierfield, but we Securities Incorporated of Louisville. Pictured on left,
Lee
Harry
inany,many improvements in seaen-cent alisokne tax.
OVIIIIVOMe the 21- front row: George Breathitt presenting check to Sid Darthe several models of Fords
Ward's- statement said that could not
your Christian nall treasurer of South Marshall Water District; Myrvin
this year. The staff at Kinney- the deferiment aims to have vote lead by
Governor. He had Mohler, executive vice president of Bank of Benton (site
the County
'The Buoys' of Calvert City, an eight-piec e band orginating in high school at North Riett's is eager and awaiting progTanla for each of
and promises, we had of delivery). Back row, from left: Eunice Schroader,
Marshall, were classified as professionals and awarded a citation Wednesday afternoon to show you the new Fords counties worked out by De- jolts
offer—but we chairman; Boyce Clayton, attorney; and Reed Conder.
of this week at the Mid South Fair in Mem phis, Tennessee. 'The Buoys', accompanied and their brand new quarters. cember I to allow ample time nothing to
out with a clear con- secretary of the water district. Work on the installation for
by Mr., Mis, Govt Collins of Possum Trot, are from left to right, front row: Othal Smith,
There will be drawings for for review and approval be- came
the beginning of the science, Ind our cionvictions the southern part of the county has already started and
Wane Collins, Bobby Clark, Gary Robert son; back row: Byron Toney, Allen Gardner, door prizes on Friday and an
is expected to be completed In about two months.
that we did our best.
work
season next WringDavid Magnus, and Jim Noles.
Saturday of this week

Gov. Breathitt
Speaks Monday,
Farm Breakfast

Boyd Motor Co. B.IL S. Library
Shows Chrysler, I Chib Meets, Tues.
Plymouth For '66

Trainer Hospital
Meets In October

Benton Rotary
Club Donates
To 'The Buoys'

folv

Henson Motor Co.
Shows '66 Dodge
This Weekend

Chapter No. 305
Meets Sept. 13

Murray College
3
„uffent
Council
Meets Wednesday

Riley Motors Is
Showing Mercury
Comet Fri., Sat.

Sfephen Miller
Head Member
Of UK Board

Girl Scout Troop
14 Meets, Tues.

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

Murray Enrolls
5,717 Students

Recreation Area
Closes October 1di

Highway Dept.
Meets On Sept. 29

n

Benton 5th Grade
Elects Of
s

Kinney-Hiett Is
Showing Models
Of The New Fords
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Commtslioner's
-- Sale
THE COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY, MARS HALL
COUNTY Circuit Court
LEONAS WYATT AND RUBY
WASHBURN, Plaintiff,
VERSUS
FL Sir COLLINS AND WALThat COLLINS ET AL, Defenciant.
virtue of a judgment
By
and order of sale of the MarCourt
shall County Circuit
rendered September 3rd, 1965
I will offer for sale at the
Court House door in the City
of Benton, Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction on the 4th day of October 1965. at 1 O'Clock, or thereof 6
about, upon a credit
mceeths, OT cash the followtoing desmibed property,
wit:
Beginning at the intersection of the centerline of
Bab:nest Drive (a30, Oft.
St.) and the north line of
Road
the Olive-Dogtown

(E 14th at-) (a60e0 ft at);
north,, 55 deg. 00
theme
Min, west and'Algrig said
north line for a distance of
64.8 feet to an iron dowel
at the point of beginning;
thence from said point of
north
beginning continue
55 deg. 00 min, west and
tersection of the said north
line of east 14th st. and
the centerline of the Fervaring
Creek,
gerson
the
width; thence with
angles
following interior
northerly
and distances
along the centerline of said
deFergerson Creek; 96
grees 34 minutes for a distance of 155.0 feet; 219 degrees 20 minutes for a distariee of 147.45 feet; 149 degrees 23 minutes for a disalong said north line for
a distance of 279.6 feet to an
ircin dowel; thence with an
interior angle of 191 deg
50 min. to the west and
along said north line for
a distance of 100.0 ft. to
an iron dowel; at the intance of 158.7 feet; 142 deg

THE CO-OP STORE HAS
FENCING
RED BRAND - Garden Wire,Barb
Wire
FIELD FENCING - 5' - 6' - 7' - 8'
STEEL POSTS

THE FARMERS' CO-OP STORE
Benton. Ky.

501 Poplar

11101~110111011~1110110101080101111%

GENERAL CONTRACTING
Concrete Driveways Ci Sidewalks
Paper Hanging
Painting — Inside Ci Out

LEACH & LINSIN
Benton Route 5

Phone 354-6427

11010111011111110101011~810\0111111011/111/111

15 minutes foi a distance
of 117.1 feet; 193 degrees
03 minutes for a distance
at 165.7 feet; 167 degrees
52 minutes for a distance
of 714 feet 221 degrees 33
minutes for a distance of
109.1 feet to an iron dowel
at the Intersection of the
centerline of said Forgersore Creek acrai the southline at Ky. 44:8, (a60 ft.
at); thence with the interior
angle of 94 deg. 08 min, to
along
the northeast and
said south, line for a distance of 478.2 feet to an
iron dowel; thence with an
interior angle of 63 degifts 16 minutes to the
of
south for a distance
9e2.4 feet to an iron dowel;
interior
therace with an
angle of 267 deg. 45 minutes to the east for a dis-s
tance of 75.0 feet to as
iron dowel; thence with an
interior angle of 100 deg.
04 minutes to the south for
a distance of 131.1 feet to
the point of beginning and
containing 8 52 acres.
The first and last calls
form an interior angle of
73 degrees 57 minutes. Being all the property Bill
Stone Cox ciwned at the
time of his death, on the
Olivenorth side of the
Dogtotim Road.
Being a part of the property conveyed to Julius
Cox by Minnie L. Morgan
et al by deed dated 15, November 1927 and recorded
in Deed Book 51 at page
69 of the Marshall County
Court Clerk's Office.
Being a part of the property devised to Bill S.
Cox et al by the Will of
Julius Cox
recorded
in
Will Book 2, page 624 and
a part of the property devised to Bill Stone Cox by
Will of Otho Cox as recorded in Will Book 4, page
11 and a portion of which
was inherited by Bill S.
Cox from Lucy
Pauline
Cox and Henan Cox.
See affidavits of Dement
recorded in Deed Book —
PEW — and Deed Bock —
Pogo — of the Merabell

4-- OFF AND ItENNING by John I. Day

Never Too Old to Earl

Earlier this year Ben and
Zelda Cohen's rangy 3-year-old,
Hail to All, established a record
for a weekly paycheck by winning the New Jersey Derby and
the Belmont Stakes within a 5day period to collect $191,055.
At Rockingham Park, on September 4, a 3-yearold will no
doubt set a record for an afterroom's work in winning the
$250,000 added Rockingham
Park Classic, the race on which
New Hampshire's Sweepstakes
is based. Last year the ill-fated
2-year-old Sadair collected
record $181,020 in winning the
Garden State Stakes.
There was a time when aggregate purse winnings of
$100,000 or more entitled a
Thoroughbred to special recognition. In 1886, a mare named
Miss Woodford was the first to
County Court Clerk's Of.
!Ice.
This property is to be, sold
for the division of
the
proceeds thereof.
For the purchase pricet the
purchases- must execute
with approved securities bearing legal interest f
the
day of sale, until pai sad
having the force and
of a judgment. Bidde fill
probe Prepared to comp
mptly with these terms, It
Prince and Clayton.
Mrs. IL B. Holland,
commissioner Marshal
ty Circuit Court.

Mr. and Mrs. J
and Mrs. A. B. Rhea
visitors in
Louisvil/
week.

111111••

H'makers News
Homemakers Club
; The Brewers lioencenakers
; Club met at the home of Mrs.
Paul Mathis on
Thursday,
meeting
September 18. The
was called to order by Mrs.
DeDale Miller. president.
votion was led by Mrs Reba
Faughn.
The lesson, -Clothing Guideposts". was on wardroPe Priam
fashion
trends,
ning, new
colors, accessories, and new
materials now available. The
leaders were Mrs. Paul Creason and Mrs. Neal Haley.
iiTCWOI

and as lately
be so recognized, still
a newsas 1945, it was
worthy accomplishment.
One,of a hundred or so horses
that will have joined that nolonger select list this year, is
the 14-year-old Roman Spy.
Roman Spy made no headlines
Downs,
in June when, at River
Ohio, he won his 45th of 217
races, bringing his earninsrs for
12 years of campaigning to a
tidy $103,325. The one-time
stakes winner, a half-brother to
the more illustrious Spy Song,
Fishers
was bred by Charles T.
Dixiana Farm and has since
carried the colors of five other
owners.
Roman Spy's present owner,
Perry Bayley of Sidney, Ohio,
hopes to retire him this year as
"the leading money-winner of
his age."
been
Town Cleaners has
accepted for membesrhip in
the National Institute of Drycleaning, according to an announcement from the Institue
and confirmed by Mrs. Robert
Beard of Towne Cleaners.

members present
Other
were Mesdames Homer AdFrank
Marlie Connor,
Wayne
Heist, Myrtle Moss,
Parker, Bill Perry, Coy Copeland, Homer Chester. Guests
were Mesdames Hurley Ivey,
Mathis, Ruby Luther and Miss.
Elizabeth Mathis.
Everyone enjoyed the meeting and we are looking forward to another year of fellowship and study. The next
meeting will be at the home
of Mrs. Myrtle Moss on Thursday, October 14, at 10:30 a.
m.

Savings Bonds
The sales of both Series E
arid H Savings Bonds in Marshall County for the month
of August was $28,352. Sales
for the eight months reached
$197,406 of the annual goal of
$284,000.
In Kentucky, sales for the
month were $4,229,587 and for
the eight months $35,230,663
of the annual goal of ;54,000,000.

Murky Trout
Now in mud-summer when
and
trout streams are low
clear try this tip to raise some
action: In the evening, leick
over redo and bank sod 100
feet above your favorite pool.
Walt until murky mons, then
fish a streamer
slow
and
deep. Caution: Watch out for
big brown trout.

Service Notes

•

Staff' Sergeant Jimmie B
Ruby
Tucker, son of Mrs.
Tucker, Poplar Street, Ben.
ton and Kelly Tucker, Route
1, Hardin, is a member of the
first aircrews at Charleston
AFIEt, South Carolina, to fly
the Military Air
Transport
Service's new C 141 Starlifte!

Hi BROWS

SHOE

Style 7258

Style 2907
2908

SMARTNESS
Enfolds Your
FOOT

Blend Comfort
with
STYLE

There's artistry in the
way black crushed leather is wrapped to enfold
your foot in the fashionblessed bootee
shaped.
Waferheeled and to--the'
ankle height.

A choice blend of corn.
fort and style is hard to
find. Here 'tis in a crepesoled, curved
wedge
pump, texture - excited
with crush grain leather.
Brown or black.

Only 3.99

Only 5.99

USE OUR CHARGE
ACCOUNT SERVICE

VOTE FOR

DEWEY B. JACKSON
Democratic Norninee For

City Judge
Your Support and Influence Appreciated
November 2, 1965

GRADE "A"
CUT
.9

CALVERT

UP"
WHOLE

Drive-In Theatre
FINE FOR LUNCHES

Highway 95, 1 Mile South of U. S. 62
Box Office opens 6:30 — Show starts at 7 P. M.
Thurs., Fri.

Sept. 30 - Oct. 1
IWO

Braunsweiger Lb. 45c

DOM
YAW

PURE CANE

LA-)

roWHO?

AR 10

PURE CANE
'Masquerade
CUFF ROBERTSON JACK HAWKS
MAMA MW.
Essnasiecotoe

.....F1841-anlAfftei$111113nasECI
• 4 BIG FEATURES!
Saturday
whole town was
waiting for him...

NO NAME ON
!THE BULLET
C......c.cme

0o

HidC

00

nq
4/

COLOR

Wild cb
Surf

oo oR

aanFibiS
A1715, oatallOt
71,1.rneelliffS

Potst 8sists
mu Sehssicist

:;1 04‘-•
Maxwell House

MAGiC WORD
FoR

COFFEE

VW*
Paha 1.11

Masquerade
CUFF ROBERTSON

000-11°

Oct. 2

THE

JACK HAWKINS
EAITMANCOLIMI

WHO
DOES
WHAT
TO
WHO

Sun., Mott., Tues., Wed.

SMOKED
cnics Lb. 39c

"25°

CALVERT CITY, KY.

Oct. 3-4-5-6

BAG

990

Limit Two

Reg. or Drip

Lb.

6k

Tablerite

OLEO

Del-Monte

Si-lb. pkgs. 1.00

"New"Sun Flower

I. G.A.

rP SALT

LB.

1k

Box

FLOUR

5 lb. bag

French Fried

Fine For Cooking - Jonathan

POTATOES _ _ _ 10 9-oz. pkgs. 1.00

APPLES

49c'

CATSUP..__ 6 14-oz. bottles 1.00
Tablerfte

ICE (REAM

4 lb. bag 39c

half gallon 49(

New Green

WHITE

POTATOES 10:G390

lb. 5c

CABBAGE
Frozen

STRAWBERRIES ___ 10-oz. pkg. 29c

PRICES GOOD THURSDAY, FRIDA Y, SATURDAY — SEPT.30, OCT. 1, 2

Mos Mb

IT'S DOLLAR DAYS AT I. G. A. — WHY PAY MORE!
-------

rECH11100t.OR''

THOMPSON'S I GA

-_-_-_-___

ess•seuismel

HARD!N, KENTUCKY

r

Store Hours: Mon. thru 'Thurs. 6:00 to 7:00
Sat. MOO to 7:30 - Sun. 103 to 6:30
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•
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GO TO CHURCH

sump" N. Church Grove

Then to hear the

cliPPY-

of the Dolly
Myers
lawn mower, their lawn is
It's nice here on the Hatoh- always sassy looking, to see
er's patio, thir,kiog thoughts the Hurley Bondurants drive
for a Monday's eolurrin. Nice in from town.
It's a regular inn= summto walk by the Curt Johnston's
and chat with dear Ruth for er afternoon. Fall will be born
awhile, to see the pretty wash tomorrow, but a day like toseparate
of Dewana's, Mrs. Joe Mathis, day, it's hard to
flapping in the
breeze, to September from fall from inwave .hello to the nice people jun summer, but you can look
next door, the James Trim- closely and see the first faint
biles, to wave and meet flush of color on the maple.
Prarrnfurn Roach and Ant
Steve,
Ruby Nell Owen out in the I tell Master Brent,
Spray vaporizes
middle meadow, to see the Gary and Ken.ny to play out
for quick-killf
grandohiltiren of Mr. and Mrs. every second, for such days
Roach Powder
Claire Strow of Arizina, who as this are limited, so to the
provid•t powerful
were former residents of here, Army fort they go, roaring
rericluol (long
am sure many of you remem Like little mountain lions.
lulling) action!
her Clara Beth and her dad
September is a sad month to
Buy both.
and I were classmates at Ben- me, if I live in memories of
BOND ISSUE BENEFIT—If, the $176 million bond issue is approved by KenSoritfaction
ton High School. The chil- the past, I'd tell you readers
tucky voters November 2, $1.Million would become available for facilities to
guaranteed!
dren rated a showing, a lit- that 40 years ago today, I
the state's livestock industry. One of the facilities would be an
develop
animal
tle boy arid a little girl. I came to this beloved come, th cost
wouldr
diagnostic 1abo
about $800,000. This structure (archisent Cora Davis a kiss
by munity as Wallace's
young
tect'suSed
disease
sketch above)
in the state's tight against animal diseases.
them. Cora too lives in sunny bride! Gee, the changes the
SATISFACT1ON Oellattertalti
The laboratory would provide diagnostic services for veterinarians and
farmers.
Arizona.
years have brought, I see the
Other agricultural benefits from the bond issue would be a combination livestock
Murray State
spot that was uncle
Alex
show and sales pavilion atl
College
and
a
sales
arena
for
conducting
Haltom's ec.rn patch, the spot
p
promotional events of national significance at the Kentucky State Fair and Exwhere
uncle
Sam
position Center.
Myers
beautiful garden was and I
for the archery season but not
worid?r wqri:re Dilla's
bush
ilaitom and David Seaford are hot, 'humid and dry during
was, it is probably one of those
enrolled in the school here the early part of the season, s for gun.
growini trees, but anyway, the
Longbows only may be used
for Exoeptilnal Children. I the hunter's chances of bag
little bus was where Della told
love Stephen and David very ging his deer are lessened. and arrows must be banbless
me she went to pray during
The
StepCommission reasoned that with broad-head points no less
Muth, use to be Master
World II, when so many stars
seven-eighths"
wide
hen's sitter until he grew in- if the weathennan did not than
hung in her window--gee how
cooperate in the first phase of and only one deer of either
to such a big lad.
I loved all them mentioned.
Overheard: Life is full of the season, then he
would sex may be taken during the
This n that: My syrneethy
501 Poplar
Benton, Ky.
Shadows, but sunshine makes surely come around
during archery and gun season comto the loved ones of Pearl
thorn all. A favorite cousin the second part.
bined. The archery
hunter
Bondurant, who died at her
happens to be Mrs. Viola
Several additional counties may not carry any type firehome today on Route 2, and
hear
Niohols Means. Glad to
have been added to the hunt- arms and most not use dogs
my sick list reads: Burnett
froa-n Georgia B. Henson Teens ing area for this fall.
The in his hunting. Also, the use
Jones. Pearl Bolton, Rufus
of Oklahoma. Georgia Beth new counties in- which either of power boats or any type
Haltom, Bute Barnes, Ted
is a former Marshall Court- sex deer may be taken are; af vehicle and all domestic
Tadlock, Irvin Poe.
tian and a special favorite of Webster, Daviess Muhlenberg animals are nt to be used.
Wedding anniversary wish- mine, and along comes a long
Butler, Grayson, Casey and All eligible hunters must notify
es go out to the Alvta Greens, letter from the Oliver Dar.
Bell. Woodford and Anderson the Department i.c writirsg as
who celebrated On
Septem- nells of Ohio. Mrs. Eva Erneremain open again this Year to deer killed.
ber 26. Thanks to Liz Lysle rifle is always pleasant to chat
of Paducah for that recent with.
telephone call, who gave me
•Deposit your checks by mail
I hear the den door Pop-]
a lift for the day. Last Tues- pan, the young inrjun is to the
and receive your deposit receipt
day evening at the
Finch house for grub. My, a growVOTE FOR
by return mail ... two-way, efnome with Clemn-rie, Henry, ing boy is like a cave, where
Nelle and Brooks was
one does the food all go? And I
fortless service.
well spent. Seeing so many must call Johnye
JoloistAl
•Busy people and business peoat the lovely tea and shower Jiansray Harrison left for thel
ple, in town and out of town,
honoring our
newly
weds Army today. I who have sufCandidate For
here, Mr. and Mrs. Perry P. fered the soars of war
use our Bank-By-Mail service all
Gleec at the Church Grove or What
what words that I may I
of the time.
Church last Friday was nice say. Gee, there goes again,
•Join this time-conscious group
too.
and the injun is
Your Vote and Influence Appreciated
My dear friend, Mrs. Lucy
today ... and save time for
Vaughn calls to say hello to
yourself two ways.
me. "I don't have a phone in
tbe house." says I am calling
-The Friendly Bank"
That
from Ralph's stable!"
only added more spice to our
Kentucky
archery
deer
hone talk.
Glad to learn two of my hunters this year will have
Member F. D. I. C.
very special friends, Stephen the longest season and the
Kentucky
tee-olip

by Mary Green

/011-KO
GET RID OF
ROACHES
AND ANTS

•
Dial my own Long Distance calls!
(Yes ma'am. The phone company
calls it Direct Distance Dialing.
It's the very fastest way to telephone out-of-town friends.)

YOUR MOP HAS

FARM GATES
8' - 10' - 12' WOODEN GATES
10'. 12' - 14'
STEEL GATES

THE FARMERS'(0-OP STORE

BANKING - BY- MAIL

IS A TWO-WAY
SERVICE

W. J. (Witch) MYRE

BENTON CITY JUDGE

Longest Season,
Greatest Area,
Archery Hunters

greatest area in modern history in which to hunt, according to regulations approved
by the Fish and Wildlife Resources Coarimission and De-

partment Commissioner Minor
Clark.

Rectangular
Color
TV !-incommacabinets
Compact Console.
Has Motorola', new 23"
rectangular color tube (23'
overall thee tube mega; 274
erk in. picture viewing wee
Model 23CT311 B.

different from yours; then your
party's regular phone number.)

Sounds great: Think ru try it
now! (Oh, yes. One more thing.
Wher!you dial your own Long
Distance calls, you get the low
station-to-station rate!)

Let me see. Who shall I call first?
(Want to know more about Long
Distance Dialing? Take a look at
the front pages of your phone
book.)

g

Announcing:
Mercury
for 1966 anew
definition of
driving
pleasure

Bank of Marshall County

Benton

It's simple! Nothing to it! (You
just dial "1"; then the Area Code
—they are listed in the front
•
pages of your directory—if it's

Fourteen days have been
added to the hunting
time
&Boosted and a total of 88
counties will be oven to either sex deer during the split
season, the first part of which
will open on October 1 and
continue through
November
5. Then, after the gun dee,
hunt, another season has been
set for the archery boys. This
will begin on December 1 and
continue through
December
10, giving the hunters a total
of 48 days in which to stalk
their query.
This double barreled season
Should give the
hunters a
choice of weather in which to
hunt. The weatherman is not
always too cooperative with
the archery hunter and, of
course, if the weather is to

Come in and see the
new generation of Color 71/ from.

MOTOROLA

Contemporary Console.
Has all-wood cabinet of owl
hardwood veneer. and solids.
Mahogany or
Walnut grain finish
Modal 23CU3058M,

Smart Compact Size.
Cabinet is so compact that it could
fit inside this Motorola
round-tube Color TV
cabinet shell—with
space to spare!

Witt
fertaegv

New Slim Osbinets.
Tube is over 5' shorter
than round color tubes., so
the tube cep on the beck
of the cabinet doesn't
stick out so far

Swivel Um Console.
votcrola's push-button

demegnenrer makes r/IiV•1 C0101

TV pros-bask
Model 23CS30713

ell

la k mod bera

•

J
New Rectangular Tube
picture is rectangular, l'',.?"-"2!„!:.
•
full, bigger.. not cut Off et f gnu {
the corners as it would be
on round-tube Color TV. Pearl hoe
The

Why wait? Get the color set of tomorrow
right new.Ikt•new Motorola rectangular.

COLLINS 81 MARSHALL
Possum Trot, Kentucky

Table Model.
Only 18 high,
.211W wide,
17e'deep, plue
311' tube cap.
Modal 230T310e.

TBIBITRIE-DEMOCRAT
Printed Thursday at um
Mein street, Beaton Kentucky - 42025. Entered as second
class matter Jtme 10, 1903 at
the post office in Benton under Act of Congress, March
3,1879.

Moving
ahead in the
Lincoln
Continental
tradition

William Nelson
Editor and Publisher
Office Phone 527-2531
Residence Pie 527-7788
Address all mail (Subedit'
tons, change of Wren,
Form 3579, to The TribuneDemocrat, 1208 two street,
Benton, Kentuaky — 41025.
Oons espressad by writers or coseespontissts are not
necessirrily in Vas with Ihe
Polices of this rewepaper.
Mansholt County $1.00; Surrounding counties $2.00; Out
of state $4.0o per year.
Advertng rates on rettneot
Obituaries one cent a word;
Card ol Thanks 75 cents
Member of
Kentucky Press A siociation
NATION/Al EDIT 111At 708 Main
A54)C I.15N

I

And
This is the year to move ahead to the new. Mercury's year. Your year.
just look at all the news there is! Ride news: the way Mercury moves is
unique. Smooth, substantial, hushed—the finest ride this side of the Lincoln
Continental. Style news: clean, classic lines— the only car in its class with a
look all its own. Power news: engines range up to a muscular1428 Cu. in. V-8 I
Luxury news: options such as the [Stereo-Sonic Tape System that uses
plug-in cartridges. Safety news: helpful options such as cornegjlghts I
that shOw you tie hay when turning into dark driveways. Exclusive options
such as rear doors that lock automatically at 8 miles per hour. And in every
Mercury, without extra cost, you get 12 important safety features, including
1back-up lights, emergehey flasher, padderdash and osors, four seat belts
front and rear, and -outside reaVview mirror. Model news: the widest choice
of Mercurys ever. 17 models in 4 series— sedans, hardtops, convertibles, and
2 wagons with the new [Dual Action Tailgate]that turns into a door Now's the
time to see your
Mercury dealer-and
move ahead with

RILEY MOTORS, Inc.
Street

Benton, Ky.
LINCOLN MERCURY DIVISION DI OW,
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Card of Thanks

nim 1711 rilr
FARM FOR SALE: Located
.4 mile from Benton on Mu: Card of Thanks
ray Highway. Good subdiviWe wish to, t:Pankour
sion land. Call 527-7702.
neighbors and
s30-cap many friends,
relatives for eGeh act of kindFOR RENT OR SALE: New ness and sympathy shown in
10 x 47 mobile home now the recent death of our bebrother,
November loved father and
rented available
James W. (Jim) Cone. Es16, price reduced.
pecially do we wish to thank
FOR RENT OR SALE; Trailer Rev. J. Frank Young for his
on big lot on main road in message of comfort, Mrs. Van
Moores camp small down bal- S. Wyatt for the organ music,
ance like rent.
the donors of the beautiful
FOR SALE: Home sits lots on flowers, those who sent food,
641 between 68 and dam, Filbeck-Cann Funeral Home,
small down balance like rent, the pall bearers, and all who
North Marshall water.
assisted us, in any way.
LEO SCHLTG
Mr. and Mrs. Fred MacLeod
cc Leo's Mete'
Van and Charlie Cone
Phone 527-9440
Mrs. Lola Martin
s30-cf7

I wish to express my thanks
to my many friends who sent
flowers and other gifts, for
the many cards end visits during my stay in the hospital.
I also wish to thank Drs.
Schaper, Miller, King and
Ford for their efficient serventire
ices. Thanks to the
staff of the Benton Municipal
Hospital for their many
courtesies shown me while
there.
Tessie Smith
SALK: Four-bedroom
house, large living room with
huge picture window, carpeted wall-to-wall with carpet
extending into bedroom; large
stove
kitchen with built-in
and refrigerator; double carport (not finished). Shop
building close to house on one
acre of land. One mile west
High
from South Marshall
School an paved road, Bargain. See or call Pat Wilkins
527-8448. Shown by appoints30o7
ment only.

Massages - Steam Bath

ONY'S

sitram

(Ariound Memphis Since 1913)
115 MONROE
Memphis, Tennessee

525-2931

J. W. ANTHONY
MASSEUR

FOR SALE: Black marble ansonia clock trimmed in brass,
perfect
very unususal and
tyPe
timekeeper, mantle
strikes 1-2 and 1 hour. Antique
library table and wash stand.
beauty salon type hair dryer;
all kinds of glass, maple hutchdesk and other items. Call
527-8448.
s30o14,7

Card Of Thanks
FOR SALE
175-acre farm on blacktop highway 1364, 2 miles south
of Fairdealing. 40 acres timber, rest sowed down.
Has 2 spring creeks, 2 ponds, 4 wells, 2 cattle barns,
I concrete silo, el-stall brooding house: practical]y'new 3-bedroom house, full size basement, modern.
The farm is well fenced and will grow alfalfa or
red clover. It is a real cattle and hog farm. Located
on Jonathan Creek section of Ky. Lake. Priced to
Sell. Phone 354-8351 at night or 527-6631 in daytime: can be seen by appointment.

We want to express our
sincere thanks and apprecia•
lion' to all the friends and
neighbors for their kindness
and thoughtfulness during the
illness and death of Pearl
Bondurant
A special thanks to Dr.
Harold King, Rev. Charles
Minton, Rev. J. Frank Young,
Mrs J. E. Hurley, Mr. RonMe Hampton and the FilbeckCann Funeral Home for services rendered.
Pearl Bondurant Farmily

SPARE TIME INCouz
Refilling and collecting rnei,.
ey front New Type high tl
quality coin operated dispensers in this area. No
selling
To qualify you trulA have oar,
n tnoes,t
raence
rEeiyefvecen
$460 cash.
twelve
to
vehours
weekexcellent monthly
Income. More full time, For
personal interview write P.
0. Box 4185, Pittsburg h, Pa.
15202. Include phone number.
s3OP

Auction
Saturday, October 2, 1985
10:00 A. M. STD. Time
Benton. Kentucky
900 Elm Street
9 pc. Bedroom Suite
Folding Cot
Rocking Chair
2 pc. Libing Room Suite
Lamps, Electric & Oil
Crame Dining Table & 6
Chairs
Dishes & Cookware
Refrigerator
Kitchen Cabinet & Dish
Cabinet
Electric Cook StovOak Dresser
Lawn Chairs
Linens and Quilts
Old Trunk
And Other - Antikues
Mrs. Monico Thweatt - Owner
AUCTIONEERS
Bobbie Bohannon Pete Gunn, Jr., Joel Sullivan
SALE BY
Borgan- Trevathan SC Gunn,
Inc.
Benton, Kentuckv
330e
FOR SALE: Kuehen Kheane
dinette set, green and b
electric delux Frigidair r e.
Cheap. Call 527-7748.

PUBLIC

SALE

MRS. 0. M. DRIVE 203 Broadway Place. This
South off W. B'way.:•bs
tween 15th. & 16th.
John Rayburn
Mayfield, Kentuc
Saturday Morning, 10
It
s30rts
(CST) October 2.
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY Stevens 25-20 rifle
3-Stevens 22 rifles
Stevens 22 Crackshot
Remington .32 rm.
Factory Outlet Store For Men and Boys
Remington 12 gauge
Remington 32 rifle
•
Long Torn
Marlin 25-20 rifle
Marlin Safety 32-20 rale
Mode? 92 Winchester It rifle
Enders 12 gauge
.22 rifle
12 gauge shotgun
CONTINUES .. Stop In Soon ..Save On Quality
New .22 S & W revoive.
Clothing
Old .38 S & W
Old 32 French positive
We're celebrating our 5th Annivsary in Paducah and we want to say
Old .32 S 8z W
"THANKS A MILLION" for your wonderful acceptance of Factory Outlet
2 - 22 H & R Double Action
Store For Men & Boys and invite you to visit us during this special "THANK
revolvers
YOU" CELEBRATION. You'll find tremendous bargains in men's and boys'
Allen & Thur
clothing-such as you've never seen before. You'll save many dollars on
Derringer
every pure:lase ... slop in and "Dress-Up" in quality clothing from Factory
Pocket watches;
Outlet Store For Men & Boys! We'll be looking for you!
Harniltons. American
Walthan, Illinois.
Desk, refrigerator, dinner
Men's
Men's
Men's
kettles, 6 oil /amps. Marble
TOPCOATS
WINTER SUITS
SPORT COATS
Top Chest, Vice, lots of hand
See our fabulous setools, socket sets and garden
We have hundreds of
lection of fine topSee our tremendous
tools.
styles in new fall
coats in light, mediselection and assortFishing equipment.
oolors in regular and
heavy
tan, and
ment of our fine
8 mm Projector - Combinai v y league styles.
weights.
All
of
these
quality coats. We
tion radio and record player
Regulars, longs, shorts,
coats are top quality!
have a color, size, and
Victrola - 2-8-day clocks Stouts. extra longs,
prices
you
At
these
pattern for everyone.
full set dishes
Sizes 34 to 56. All
can afford to buy
Other items to numerous to
Regular $35
First Quality!
twol
mention.
Regular $75 quality
Regular to $60
$19.95
BEADLES AND JOHN
JOE
$38.95
$32.50
RILEY - Auctioneers
s30c
Men's
Special Group
Special Group
SPINET PIANO For Sale by
SUMMER SUITS
MEN'S SUITS
MEN'S TOPCOATS
Entire stock of men's
Mo. musical Instrument Dist.,
fine quality damon
Fall weights . . good
Inc. Small payments May be
Tweeds, gabardines,
models . . • good
and wool summer
seen locally. Please write imfleeces, coverts - in
colors. First quality!
suits in all sizes and
mediately. Missouri Musical
all sizes A real good
models. Regulars,
Most all sizes reprein Hampton Village, Kr
buy!
sented but not in
longs shorts, stouts,
ChipPewa, St. Louis 9,
Regular to $55
every color.
extra longs
souri.
s30c
Regular $70
Regular $65
$12.98
RENT:
FOR
Small
24)edroom
29.95
822.95
furnished
house in Benton,
$40.00 per month; phone 527_
MEN'S SLACKS
7878.
930-67p
Men's
Special Group
A.11 new styles and
Salaries at
terrific
FOR SALE: Large gas heatZIP-LINED COATS
MEN'S SLACKS
savings to you. Don't
ing stove. Cheep. Phone $27.
Every coat first qualiSee
this
special
group
wait another day 8331.
s30-o7c
ty and everyone an
of fine all wool slacks,
buy now and get
outstanding value.
quality at great sayin fall weights.
H'makers News
Buy two at this price!
Reg.
to
$15.00,
$7.00
Beg.
$15.95
The Big Bear Homemakers
&
$16.95
Reg. $27.50 Reg. 426.00
Club Met Tuesday, Serteraber
and
Pairs
21, at the home of Mrs. Miry
$22.50 818.95
811.95 $12.95
2 Per 812.98
Oonkwright. There were gx
merrkers present. The lesson
Boys' New
Special Group
Bova'
was on clothing guidepipots,
FALL SUITS
BOYS' SUITS
SPORT COATS
given by the leaders, ktra
Reg. $35
$1985
$3250
RN.
RAW,
Mary Conicarright and urt
$11•97
Betty Benkenedrof. It wit,
88.97
88.97
voted to send a box to our
Remember, Drill. Better For Lees At The
overseas neighbor friends. Ilse
next meeting will be October
Factory Outlet Store For Men and Boys
19 at 10110 s rm it Mrs. Bet.
518 BROADWAY,PADUCAH, KY.
ty Benkencdrof. Visitors rm.
carve.

9

11

11

HATCHER'S
FOOD STORE
BENTON, KY.
800 MAIN STREET
BUY FROM US AND PAY LESS!
POUND

21c
2,c more cut up. Friday CI
Saturday ONLY.
SEASON'S LOWEST
PRICE
LARGE 2% SIZE CAN

sage PEACHESR:eiedicans89c
Armour Star
SLICED

Pound

Emge's

Pound

JOWL BACON

low price 39c

BACON lb 69c
aux
Sugar 10 lb 99c Round STEAK 19c
CHASE &
SANBORN
This Is One Of The Best

Choice Only

POUND
TIN

69c

Pound Solid

Flavor Kist

OLEO
Lb. 15c

CRACKERS
1 lb box 11c
DIXIE BELLE

150
PICNIC
nr
HAMS ja
„lb.
Lb. 50
"IiiiisANAS 2 Lbs. 25c
May GRAPES
CRACKERS

LB.

BOX

NEW

AB
IN AGE

POUND

1 OC

ROBIN HOOD - Plain or Self Rising

FLOUR 25
PRICES GOOD THRU THURS.,FRI

1.85

LB.
BAG
SAT.,SEPT.30, OCT.1,
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A Reviewing of Murray's Progressive Business Firms
Editorial Reviews by William E. Sloan

All Items In This Section Are Paid Advertising

MURRAY LIVESTOCK COMPANY
Billy Morgan, Manager
Livestock Auction Sales Every Tuesday at 1:30 P. M. Come Rain or Shine
and They Appreciate yourBusineas from Calloway and Marshall Counties.
Located on South Second Street in Murray, Kentucky. Telephone 753-5334.

LIBERTY SUPER MARKET
U BAKERY

COMPTON & WHITE BODY SHOP

Good Clean Used Cars and Guarienteed. They Buy. Sell, Trade and Finance.
' StaPie and Fancy Groceries.
Choice Moats, Cured Meets
Auto Body Work, Fender Repairing and Complete Cleanup and Painting
,
Bakers of Pastries, Rolls Cc4klea Cakes Baked Fresh
Service at Moderate Prices.
akes.
c
Earthdry
Daily. Party, Wedding and
Located on Chestnut Street Between 12th and 13 Street in Murray, KanThey offer farmers and live- le with ample pens for the cumpleins of prices received.
in Murray, Kentucky. Telephone
lucky. Telephone 753-2933.
53.on Hazel Road
la3t8ed
1..soc
stock buyers a most advruit- correct ckissification for all
The management are men 7
ageous market for all kinds stock so that the buyer and of experience in this business
re- of well-known business men.
This progressive used
car vestment, yielding rich
of livestock. Here at this sale seller may see the stock with a broad vision of the
This is one of the liveliest
is varY interesting. Their busi- dealer is one of the best deal- turns in practical daily use,
This well-known concern
house the most courteous set- to the best advantage. It Is agricultural development
in ness increased so
of
have won this good re- automobile firms in this part
They
firms
conand
section
this
in
ers
foremost
the
of
one
rapidly that
vice is rendered and as a re- also a recognized fact
Its
prethat the state, and their advice is
well cord because every dollar ask- of the country, and is
and
improvements have been made ducts a modern
this section of the state.
sult hundreds of stock raisers, stock is known to bring the always given freely in a spirit
filen
by pared to take care of buyers
IR-Iotime
arid
to
modern
time until today merited business in Murray, ed for there is hacked
plant is
fienn throughout Kentucky highest market prices at all that is helpful to the recipient.
the
with cars which prove
date in every particular and it's a model bakery. Every- Ky. Their stock of used cars honest, generous quality.
journey here to sell
their times for the Murray LiveWe are glad to compliment is sanitary throughout The thing in the plant is
kept is comprehensive and the large
They have a ear to suit the superiority of the high grade
livestock.
stock Company have on hand the management upon
the business is conducted on pro- clean as it is the policy of number of cars that
they purpose of every buyer and used car, over the so-called
Murray Livestock Company at all times able and efficient greet service they are rendgressive lines and we are this institution to not only have been turning out is ev- willingly give demonstrations. second-hand automobile. These
consists of furnishing auctio- auctioneers and plenty of buy- ering the people of this sec
proud to say it is a credit to make bakery goods that will idence of their sucoessful pa- They also have an atrraetive cars will give many thousands
neers peus plenty of
ready era so that competition is so flan of Kentucky.
Pa" Inspection, but turn out tronage.
the community.
plan through which it of miles of service and in
cash buyers and modern stab- keen that the seller rarely
When you buy a used car purchase
as
To be able to make certain such Products that are
and
investment is possible to purchase a car many cases will outdrive
an
as
it
consider
near
good
absolutely
modern
as
perfection
of getting
and pay for it as you enjoy outlast many of the new cars
When
accordingly.
choose
and
a
is
goods
machinery
a
up-to-date
nd
cakes and bakery
admirable which are selling at a similar
you buy a dependable used it. Truly a most
"credit to any city." At this methods will permit.
the management price.
under
firm,
insound
a
always
is
it
car
inThe
Herman K. Ellis, Manager
manager is one of the
plant the most healthful
Processors and Packing of Gee Gee Popcorn and Prices up on Request.
in the well known business men of
gredderes are used
Located on Chestnut Street in Murray, Kentucky. Telephone 753-5451.
process of manufacture. Ana- thew parts and has taken an
proved them free active interest in the onward
This firm is one of the self.
I gained by fair, honest busi- lysis has
from anything injurious, eon progress of this section of the
There is no concern more ness methods at all
most reliable firms in this
Buyers, Packers and Processors of Rocket Popcorn. There is None Better.
times.
health- state and merits the leading
sequently they are
section of the country, rend- worthy of extended mention
Ask for it at Your Favorite Grocery Store.
Individual service to
every protecting as well.
position
businow
the
in
held
ering a seritieve— Thal is aid- than this one. It is under the
is
patron
plant
has
established
for
ness
this
of
life
A visit to
this city.
Located 101 Maple Street in Murray, Kentucky. Telephone 753- 1722.
de- direction of men, throughly
ing in the growth and
velopment of this section of conversant with every feature them a trade that has extendThis is the day the public been the guiding 'influence of ple of the city and have aidof the business and therefore ed in every direction.
has ad in the dsvelopment of this
it
the country.
demands not only magnanim- their policies and
The people of Benton and it is not strange that it has
We wish to call the attention
best brought them trade from all section.
the
ous service but
ex- become one of Murray's im- of the readers of
ternadjoining territory are
not
quality at fair prices. Thor- over the surrounding
This establishment is
this busitended a cordial welcome to portant commercial assets.
the tory.
only well equipped and exness review to the excellent Custom Made Cabinets, Millwork, Windows, Doors, Store ou.ghly conversant with
This well known establishvisit Ellis Popcorn Company
The management and assist- pertly managed concern, but
conditions and a wide experiFixtures, Commercial and Home Building.
business service and reasonable prices
its
and get the facts on this fast- ment started
in their parte-mar line ants are people of tang practi- It is also a commercial and
ence
growing business. By so do- career upon a solid founda- of this firm and congratulate Located on Story Avenue in Murray, Kentucky. Tele- of endeavor, the management
cal experience in the business. industrial organization and
ing, you will enjoy the visit tion, known that success in them upon the position they phone 753-6767.
concern They are thoroughly conver- renders a service that is necesof this enterprising
and in no way obligate your- this advancing field could be hold in the business world.
render a sant with every detail and are sary to the coward progress
West Kentucky Cabinet and portant in your new residence has been able to
are
Building Supply Company, has or store than millwork, and service to tIvt people that is considered an authority in all of the community. We
one of the best mills in this the millwork makes all the distinctly satisfactory.
that pertains to the portion of glad to give them this menbetsatisfaconly keeps difference in your
section. It not
Proenpt eervice at most a modern establishment. They tion in this review of the
Good Gulf Petroleum Products, Gulf Tires, Batteries, Brake and Wheel
abreast of the times in refer- tion with the new place. All reasonable prices has
long are amor g the foremost peo- ter business firms of Murray,
Balancing, Lubrication, Washing, Road Service and They Give S and H
Kentucky.
ence to the styles of the day, the more noticeable features
Green Stamps.
but it is experienced in lie of the building's elaboration
753-9091.
Telephone
Located at Five Points in Murray, Kentucky.
various kinds of wood. It has comes from the mile If they
They handle gasoline, motor ants acre always around so establishment as comp' 4e as the latest equip:neve and men make your fixtures or other
work,
oils and greases which they that this work is carried on possible for the convenicnce who know how to turn sit millwork or cabinet
Wholesale Dealers and Distributors of Groceries and Allied Products to
in- your home or store will be
know to be products of the very rapidly. There is noth- of their customers and the work that practically
Calloway and Marshall Counties.
better without costing more
highest quality and offer very ing in the way of lubrication quick and efficient dispatch fect,
Their modern
uiped
West Kentucky Cabinet 8.
offered of business, combining as it
753-5911.
prompt service. Drive in here service that is not
Located 100 East Main Street in Murray, Kentucky. Telephone
tie Building Supply 'Company,
and they will fill your tank here. One of the features of does
a complete gasoline woodworking plant
the items needdaily
order
wholesale but they annually save retail to
The day when
manufacture of wood
conducts a well known busiwith gas, your radiator with the Plane is the highest quali- station, this concern
offe;
in ed to keep their stock comdollars
of
thousands
people
the
in
has
only
found
were
and
section
ties
houses
is
with
this
hurniming
in
sold
ness
-.eater in a jiffy so that when ty of all the products
the motsaing public an easily
prepare
and they are
identified large cities has passed with their wholesale service. By. plete and thereby keep inbeen prominently
oils,
gasoline,
Gulf here. The
you stop at Clifford's
and modern 'Drive promptly turn out a
accessible
re with the bueiness progress of other outmoded practices and ordering in big lots and hav- vestment expenses down to
Service Stetson, Murray, Ky. greases and acceesoriee
are
is let of filet class work,
direct a minimum. This firm
is
You will never suffer
any all of the beet mid the man- In" service station that
the community and we wish we now find them in the best ing shipments made
ea this edition to compliment towns in their efforts to bet- from the factory the amours stocked with quality merchanappreciable lose of time.
agement sees that customers truly appreciated.. We are glad is furnished at very rea
Ample provision has been get nothing of inferior grade. to give ttsern extended men- able prices.
nem upon their public spirit- ter their services and to low- saved runs into a real saving dise and also furruishes a sizeThere is nothing more
The managemeut has spar- tion in this business review
ed and progressive policies. er the cost of quality mer- in the course of a year.
provided for lubrication and
able payroll speng locally and
Their services to the seccrank carae service. Attend- ed no effort in making this of Murray and vicinity.
chandise.
taxes on their holdthrough
of
one
They have aohieved their tion's retail dealers is
they contribute sub.
here
Ma
goal, for Murray Wholesale importance as they can fill
to the counonly orders the same day they are stantial amounts
Grocer Company, not
This serv- ty and municipal expenses.
desired.
if
received
resin
need
community
a
fills
A Cornplet Line of Carpets now on Display. Fine Furniture, Low Overhead,
Good Used Auto Parts, Starters, Tranandisiona, Rear Ends,
this field, ice enables local retail trade
Means low Prices. Hotpoint Appliances. Armstrong Floor Coverings, and
Generators, Carlioretors, Balbriaa, Tires, Radiator!, and pect to service in
Carpets a Large Selection to Choose From. Free Parking.
They Buy Burned and Wrecked Cars.
/2 Miles North on Benton Road in Murray, Kentucky. Telephone
Located 21
Located on Hazel Highway in Murray, Kentucky. Tele753-4566.
phone 753-1596.
dealings.
beauty,
unusual
of
and
well
a
is
Suites
stocked
This
They have a Palle stock of ertablisleed fact that not Only
It proved the rightness of
popular furniture store which service and design, chairs that
Murray, but in the surDart, Lancer.
is equipped to render home seem to bulge with comfort this business policy by the used auto pants at bargain
New and Good Mobile Trailers, Imperial. Chrysler, Dodge
the
rounding country that
Thousand
the growth of the establishment prices.
Fifty
furnishing service. Their many and beds that promise
or
Year
Five
Cars.
Motor
Studebaker
and
Valiant
Plymouth,
Auto
this quotations of Murray
Diamond to
From the beginning
satisfied customers in this sec- deepest sleep are there
Mile Warranty on All Chrysler PlOpducts. International, Dodge and
ter only honest quality meras
are
dealer realized that a satis- , Salvage & Used Parts
moderate
Trailers, Lime
tion are well merited rewards satisfy the more
T Trucks Sold. Serviced and Rebuilt. Parts. Truck Equipment,
the fairest fied customer is the best in- low as is consistent with sound
of the confidence reposed in purse. Everything that is de- chandise is sold at
Dump Bodies, Buses, Concrete Mixera and Complete 24 Hour
Spreaders,
fluence for more business and bunneen. They permit no one
the firm by the general pub- sired for comfort and beau- prices.
Wrecker Service.
We wish to compliment the determined to build a reputa- to offer higher quality, and
whether
ty in your home,
lic.
has
valuthis
the
upon
happy
combination
rnantageripert
envy
the
found
ran
303 South Fourth Street 4th at Poplar and 5th at Poplar in Murthat
be
tion
be
would
small,
will
Located
or
store
this
to
visit
large
A
its furniture of the wrecking
popular furniture able position
ray. Kentucky. Telephone 753-1372.
convince you of the wonder- at this
business resulted in a large and ever
service occupies in the life of That they have succeeded is increasing patronage.
ful revelation offered to fur- store.
distinction of being an authThis establishment has be- word you can depend.
the
The management is among this coarenunity and through evidenced by the large amount They are always in
and
nish the home complete. There
The real test for an auto- ority on the values of cars
known far and wide as
come
ofautomobiles,
market for old
trading
will be found the the newest the most active merchants in the quality of furniture
of patronage they enjoy and
in Imperial, mobile comes in the manner if you are thanking of
dealer
leading
a
and wrecked cars.
furniture in every class for the city or state and practice fered to the poblic.
in you
the territory their activities used cars
Chrysler, Dodge Dare Lancer, in which it actually stands your car or truck
Murray Auto Salvage and
the Golden Rule in all business
appraisal
all the people.
shoultl have their
cover.
Plymouth,. Valiant and Stude- up on the road.
Used Parts together with the
Those who have never en- before making a deal.
They Pen the highest Prices associates of the concern, have baker automobiles. They have
They offer guaranteed used
in all joyed the satisfaction of drivpatrons
for burned and wrecked cars
satisfied
marry
always been boosters for the
small down paycountry, who ing one of the new Imperial, cars for a
surrounding
the
This means that they pay ev
comrmenity and it is quite
the remai 'er can
and
ment
Lancer,
Complete Service to all Foreign and Compact Motor Cars. Automobile,
Dart,
Dodge
car
motor
Chrysler,
"real
ery dollar that could be gothave learned
'lily
Proper that we in this review
arranged on easy
Transmissions, Exchanged and Complete Repairing to all Makes and Models.
ten elsewhere.
economy" through their ser- Plymouth, Valiant or Stude- be
should compliment them uppayment.
cannot
Located 7th and Main Streets in Murray, Kentucky. Telephone 753-4841.
automobiles
baker
The matter of price has al- , on the position they hold in vice.
We are more than glad to
give fully appreciate the wonderThey are pleased to
There is no better place in tough for them to handle and so received attention here for the business life of this sec.
In making a reveiw of the
offered at such a have them with us in this
value
fui
information
tie
finish
all
jab
they
and
a
any
when
you
car
your
known
have
to
section
well
it
this
has
a
become
lion.
business firms of this terrireview of murray
business
about the cars they offer and reasonable price.
tory, it is natural to mention reee.ired than et this reliable owner of the automobile is
management enjoys the arid vicinity.
The
whose
upon
men
are
they
the automobile industry. Noth- garage.
satisfied with the work done
We feel sure that anyone in arid the price charged.
ing has done more to improve
the enjoyment of life than need of expert repair service
In making this review we Specializing in Pizza's with
Fourteen Differbott Flavor&
will be wise to pay a visit to
the automobile.
to compliment Plate Lunches. Delicious Sandwiches.
are pleased
Ice Cream, Take
Wilson's Auto Repair main- Wilson's Auto Repair in MurWilson's Auto Repair
upon Out Orders, Real Fast Curb Service and Air Conditioned
and General Machine Shop Servtains a modern shop for com- ray, re
Ornamental Iren Work of All Kinds, Tools
saving
that
are
fact
they
the
for your Comfort.
They do work in such a
plete automotive repair service.
ice Every member of their or- merrier that the customer al- the mortorista time and trou- Located on 12th Street at Chaehaut in Murray, Kentucky.
Kentucky. Telephone 753-3474.
ble
well
as
as
money
their
by
on Industrial Road in Murray,
Located
back
in
when
cornea
ways
ganization is ever ready and
Telephone 753-9125.
supfor popularity and liberal
reputation
this
of
very
service
future
of
motor
wide
need
commeatherueive
brakes to be of service to
This is a modern Twentieth gained a
are, port received. We fully re.
sees renognize it as one of their
Trenholm's Drive-In
excellence and
mime. No mute job is too repairing service
general
the people of this section.
the
under
business
Century
among; commend Murray Machine &
that the people of this part truly favorite eating places
who I considered a standard
able direction of men
only
Tool Company as a place most
The fact that
the country over.
everybody
trade
more of their product' and of the country are not
the
the
heart
at
had
have always
foods, but leaves with a smile is
prompt,
for
to state the man- adneritageous
wish
an
We
you will always get satisfac- given the choicest
comenmiinterests of the
the latest dishes of the day indication of the satisfaction best
and seekstaaste hove reliable service, and are glad
tory results.
agement
en
valued
service Obtained
te in which their
from pure food and
Dealers in Feeds for Livestock and Poultry. Fertilizers
taken a °concise/Amble interest to refer our readers to them
We with to point to this and that the best of
terprises are knitted and one
regardless of
all prepositions that furth- in this business review and
and a Complete Lim of Farina Supplies,
accommodating servioe.
the
concern as one of the vital is always given
keep
that
It is appointed most excel- of the firma
improvements and with them many more soc.
Located on Railroad Avenue in Murray, Kentucky. Tele- elements of our superior poul- the size of the order.
progress turning in er public
of
wheels
very
l ently, the ventilating
It hes provided the
and the night direction for not only that they have been willing cessful seasons in our midst.
phone 759-2924.
try and livestock life, and to
kitchthe
We are more than Pleased
arid anxious to aid in the exlighting arrangements are the
point with pride to their es latest equipment in
Ii at one of the leading congrowth of the in give then extended men
en and everything is in the beet that can be secured and
You may depend on their tabltehment as one of
Specializing in dairy, stock
in its special pansion and
the
engaged
cerns
don in our review of this
at all times.
very best condition and are all sanitary precautions are
and poultry feeds at live and advice in anything pertaining important features
endeavor in this see- community
of
the
the taken for health of the peo- field of
;reeved
the section of the country.
Therefore it math
have
services
let live prices, furnishing to to the feeding of livestock or business organizations of the messing when
its
but
Um,
buy. ple.
fanners community. We refer all our guests. They are careful
comfortable
Here amid
the farmers a comPlele line of poultry. Scores of
era and only employ the beet surroundings you can
enjoy
feeds. 'Phase products are dis- arid stock raisers have profit- readers to them
when
in
attendants
while the
Your feed while the service Is
tributed by Cooperative Store ed by the advice and products need of anything in
their cooks,
accommodating,
are courteous,
of this concerri.
FaPidly for those desiring it
oway County, Inc.
feeding program.
of
aod tender a service that is yet there is no indication of
In making this business reThet their famous feed ia
hurry and you a.ra ,givers all
11. H. Lovett, Sr. who has unexeelted,
iruperior is shown by actual view we we glad to compllconcern the
This makers this
time desired.
tett and the great demand it merit this firm upon the excel- been a patient in the Benton
brought
We ere more then glad to
has created for itself. It Is lence of their feeding program Hospital for some time suf- very popular and has
the give
them extended mention
is and the service they render fering with a broken hip, was travelers and people horn
economical and thereby
to In this business review.
surrounding countryside
very profitable to the feeders. We urge our readers to use dismissed Thiunsday.

ELLIS POPCORN COMPANY

SHOEMAKER POPCORN COMPANY

WEST KENTUCKY CABINET &
BUILDING SUPPLY COMPANY

CLIFFORD'S GULF SERVICE STATION

MURRAY WHOLESALE GROCER COMPANY

WIGGINS FURNITURE COMPANY

MURRAY AUTO SALVAGE
USED PARTS

TAYLOR MOTORS, INC.

"West Kentucky Transportation Center"

WILSON'S AUTO REPAIR

TRENIIOLM'S DRIVE-IN

MURRAY MACHINE & TOOL COMPANY

COOPERATIVE STORE OF
CALLOWAY COUNTY, INC,.

These Advertisements Are Continued On The Back Page

Mrs
Faircbtho , and
Bobby
Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Pink Towwey
and son Tim of Tell City,
Ruth
Indiana, visited Mrs.
Egner of Calvert city over
the week-end.

a, according to lienloe Ru- much of the trouble. And, in
dolPh, chairtnan, agricultural .most oases, the areas can be
stabilization and conservation identified--marty have been
pinpointed over the years by
County Committee.
conservationists a n d
ACP is the national pro- local
I
con- far mer-corrinkit teeme n.
cram that encourages
Now, ASC would like to
servation by sharing the cost
By
next
measures help & -mers take the
conservation
of
use
That's to
Robert
fanmers carry out on their logical Eieo.
cost-sha,ring on
land. The program is availa- needed ACP
and
control
Rudolph
ble to all farmers. It is al- practiese that
Speciby correct such situations.
ministered in the field
enefforts are made to
farmer-elected committeemen, al
The Agricultural Conservafarmers to establish
courage
the
of
offices
through county
tion Program is used more and
strips arid fie!' plant.
Agricultural Stabilization and buffer
on
more as a conservation "rifle"
protective cover
of
Inv
Conservation Service.
to zero in on target areas of
..7riticsil areas of their land.
While ACP has been and
correcting
sedimentssoil erosion and
By attacking and
continues to be used to ensource of erosion, farm
the
courage many types of needbenefit
and city people alike
ed conservation—of soil, watsupdirectly through good
wildlife—
er, woodlands, and
fewer
plies of deem water,
the chairman said that there is damaging floods, and stabia growing desire to direct
on
lized production resources
the available assistance at the
the Nation's farmland.
prosource of the various
blems rather than to treat the
end-results.
Each year, sediment from
ASGOour farmlands is washed inBenton Ladies Golf
and
to the nation's streams
their annual
ciartion will have
1,i,-:.rveirs, damaging fish and fall golf tournament Saturreservoir
be
wildlife, reducing
day, October 2. This will
clogging
capacity,
storage
We
for 18 hole metal play.
highway and drainage ditch- would like to invite all lady
es, muddying and filling lakes golfers to play in this tournachannels, and
and stream
ment.
causing increased flooding.
Trophies and other prizes
1304 Olive — Benton. Ky.
In most counties.„..thera are will be awarded at a dinner
snecific places' that are the meeting for those playing in
Charles Minton, Minister
Church School .... 9:30 a. m. source of much of the sedi- the tournament Tuesday night,
washes off October 5.
Worship Service 10:45 a. m. ment-load that
farm 'land and into the streams
Nursery Available
If you haven't already notichair.
v9rts every time it rains. These are fied the Tournament
the critical areas which cause man, Eulene Holland or president, Virginia Howard that
you will play, please do so
by September 27.

week.
A babY poosum awakened
Mrs. Maudie
the family of
Hendrickson in Fientun one
night last week at their home
Poplar Street. The mother
pos6uni has not been found.
Mrs. Maud Pinney arid Mrs.
pomnan was caged.
The baby
,6
Bertie
Nichols of Mout
Reverend and Mrs, L. R.
Benion,
days
. shoppers in
fiedson spent a few
day,
.eerts. R
andstiM
ofhiLinch
in
. , EBet
,
t:no

ARS News And
Fads

A
FRIENDLY
CHURCH
in a
FRIENDLY
COMMUNITY
WELCOMES
YOU
First Christian
Church

visited friends in
Guthrie,
Thursday and Friday of the
past week.
weeand
Mrs.
Warren
Rewires of Decatur, Illinois
and Mrs. John L. Lewis of
Effinharn, Illinois were guests
of relatives and friends in
Benton for a few days last

TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT, Benton, Kentucky — Thursday, September 30, 1965
this week vacationing in the
CunNberland Falls area.
Mrs. Eve Davenport, of St.
Louis, visited relatives
and
friends in Benton and
the
county last week and
this
CONCRETE TILE
week.
10" thru 38"
4" field tile
Seep Bentuesy
24" well tile
Well Tops
cleaner and Greene
Grease traps

head The Tribune Want Ads

BIRMINGHAM
MILLING COMPANY

JERRY SMITH CONCRETE CO.
70 North Main, Benton. Ky.
Also Water Well Drillinu

WILLIAM HEATH,Owner
Phone 527-7877

24" Concrete
Phone: 527-8704 or 527-8231

RFD 7 - Benton

Lady Golfers
Has Tournament

REACHING NEW
Man has explored most of the earth, and has
now set out to conquer space.
While achieving these marvelous works, let

AT

THE TRADE WINDS
SMITTY'S COIN LAUNDRY
and
REAL PIT HICKORY COOKED
BAR-B-Q
Draffenville "Y" — U. S. 641 & 68

LOCALS

us not forget our creator.

Michael Earl Harris, Box
been
425, Gilbertsville, has
at
Scholar
Stipe
named
the
for
Emory University
1965-66 academic year.
Those visiting Mrs. A. J.
Fletcher on her 89th birthday September 20, were Mrs.
Ernmit Almon and daughter,
daughter,
and
Jan Meelay
Melody. Also Mrs. Janet Fletcher, Mrs. C. L Bourland and
West,
daughter, Mrs. Jesse
Mrs. Henry Darnall, Mrs. A.
J. Hikberbrandt, Mrs, Hilton

411111111111111121111111111111111111111111111111111611111MMIS111111111111111W11111

"When I consider thy heavens, the work of thy
fingers, the moon and the stars, which thou
hast ordained; what is man that thou art
mindful of him? and the son of man, that thou
visitest him? For thou hast made him a little
lower than the angels, and hast crowned him

MOMOM 111811SIP

with glory and honour. Thou modest him

•

I
•

1DC)
'
FEQ11

Electric and Refrigeration ;

WE SELL, SERVICE and INSTALL

813 Main
Benton, Ky.
Phone 527-5881

KELVINATOR Home Appliances — Window Air Conditioners
EMERSON Radio & T Vs. — Window Air Conditioners
•
•
•

to

have dominion over the works of thy hands;
thou hast put all things under his feet. •."

•

•

fr 'TEND CHURCH SUNDAY

YORK ICE and Ice Makers — Central Air ConciitVning
PROMPT and EFFICIENT SERVICE
U

The Church is God's appointed agency in this world
for spreading the knowledge of His love for man and
of His demand for man to respond to that love by
loving his neighbor. Without this grounding in the
love of God, no government or society or way of life
will long persevere and the freedoms which we hold
so dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even from
a selfish point of view, one should support the Church
for the sake of the welfare of himself and his family.
Beyond that, however, every person should uphold
and participate in the Church because it tells the truth
about man's life, death and destiny; the truth which
alone will set him free to live as a child of God.

on Commercial & Domestic Appliances & Equipment

imismosicumssomasomponsoommosseumusamosemsomsU

Enjoy a carefree vacation!

S

444

touJJer's
4:

LOUISVILLE INN

the newest, most exciting place in Louisville

CH llit
4C\.

WEEKEND SPECIAL!
Friday A.M. thru Sunday P.M.
Spacious room FOR TWO PERSONS . . .3 days and 2 nights
PLUS $24 in delicious meals for
only $39 per couple, including
tax. Children under 12 FREE in
parents' room. Come as you are
. . you're always welcome at
Stouffer's!

Coleman Adv. Serv.

This Series of Church Ads is Being Published As a
Public Service to the Local Ministerial Association and is
Sponsored by the Undersigned Individuals and Business Institutions
Poe's Hot Point Appliances

Tress Lumber Company
COLORFUL, UNIQUE DINING
THE FINEST ACCOMMODATIONS
Enjoy famous Stouffer food and
300 handsomely appointed
cocktails served in an old New
rooms and suites feature every
Orleans atmosphere in three
luxurious convenience including
beautiful street level dining
bedside TV controls! Free parkrooms . . . or try the inviting
ing, swimming pool, underwater
"CUP AND STIRRUP," our roofmusic and free Sauna Baths.
top restaurant and cocktail
Massage parlor.., barber shop
lounge featuring late dining and
... Grand ballroom ... meeting
a dramatic view of the city for
rooms ... complete hospitality
miles around! Uve music nightly.
to make your visit memorable.
Completely air-conditioned
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW: 582-2241

STOUFFER'S LOUISVILLE INN 120 West Broadway

1919 Poplar

527-2491

Bottom KY.

West Kentucky R. L C. C6
Mayfield

527-29V1

genteickT

527-71383

Palma

Hutchens Drive-In

527-5411

New, KT.

Lynch Insulatior
-7c
- ompanY
Route 1

527-9080

Bacton.

K7.

527-81387

Bingo.

527-9424

801 Main

527-2091

Benton& Ky.

Phillips Chevrolet Company
1207 Main

527-8851

KY

10th & Main

527-3441

Renton. Ky.

527-4281

Benton. Ky,

Lents Shell Station

Ashby Corp.
Poplar Street

527-4901

Benton Florist

Benton, Ky.

&atm Ky.

Lampldns Buick Company

North Side Auto parts
200 N. Main

Downing Texaco Station
340 N. Main

1201 Poplar

Charles E. Lento oil Co.
500 East 12th

Keniudry

Seaton. Ky.

1401 Main Street

527-9427

Seadon.

Long Concrete Company
327 East 12th

527-2431

Beason, Ky.

Kinney-Hiett Motor Co.
1408 S. Mahn

527-2451

Benton. Ky.
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Murray Students
Enrollment Rises
Murray State College, which
students a
had only 1,897
more
decade ago-will have
than 5,700 students swarming
over growing campus by the
registration
funload
time
ends Thursday.
Registrar Wilson Gantt said
the enrollment stood at 5,650
continuSaturday and was
The
ing to pick up today.
bulk of the remainder of the
registrants will be in a spec
ial class which will be enrolled tonight, said Grant.
Today was the deadline for
beginning of classwork for a
who
full load but students
start classwork by Thursday
will qualify for full-time but
reduced load work.
Murray had 4,874 students
last year,
In 1952 it had 1,427 and in
year
1953, 1,500. The next
enrollment rose to 1.655 and
in 1956 it topped 1,800 for the

Monika Wildner
Bride Of J. Cole

Miss Patton Weds
Larry W. Wallace

11eretiv
0

afternoon,
Saturday
On
Stgitember 18, the Sharpe Baptist Church was the setting for
marriage - of
the uniting in
alas Linda Sue Patton and
Larry Wilson Wallace.
The ceremony was performed by the Rev. T. D. Tucker.
A reception was held following the ceremony in the
church educational wing.
A guest register was kept
by Miss Madonna Kay York.
The couple left on a wedding trip to St. Louis, Missouri, and will be at home at
Calvert City Route 1.

Mies Moraka Wildner, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Heine
Wildner, 25E19 St. Pau/ Street,
Indianapolis, Indiana, became
the bride of Joel Thomas Cole,
eon of Mr. and Mrs, Clay
Scott Cole, Route 3, Berston,
an August 18 at 630 P. m.
ceremony
The Double-Ring
was solemnized in the Christian Church of Indianopolis.
The Reverend Harvey officiated.
The bride, a native of Germany attended grade school
attended
in Germany, she
high school in Indianapolis.
The groom attended South
Marshall High School and is
the
presently Supervisor of
System Auto Park and Garage
and
Town
The Benton
in Detroit, Michigan.
will
Country Garden Club
They reside at 11546 Cham- meet in, the home of
Mrs.
ers, Detroit 5, Miohigan.
Gilbertsville,
Gold.
James
with Miss Sunshine Collie, cohostess on Tuesday, October
5, at 2:00 p. m. Mrs. Ted
first time.
will
Wierciooh of Paducah
The enrollment in 1956 was
present a program on
2.096; in 1957, it was 2,309.
Fall
tory and Planting of
Murray was established in
Bulbs." All members are urg1923 with 87 students.
ed to attend.
In spite of the big enrollment, Gantt said "everything
Mr, and Mrs. Lubie Reyis going smoothly."
have
nolds of Tatumsville
The attendance jump was
been vactioning in Florida for
attributed to Gantt to "more
the Past ten days.
people and a steadily climbstudents
ing percentage of
going on into college after
Raisins., Star In Easy To Make Cookies
high school."
The deferment of draft-age
men who are in college also
is regarded as a factor in the
unusual enrollment,

FRIDAY - SATURDAY
October 1 - 2

Garden Club To
Meet October 5

Benton Dress Shop

Any-hour
skimmer...
No curfew for
this bonded wool
jersey skimmer.
Tucks release
softness at the
self-banded
neckline shaping
a soft, feminine

1104 Main — Benton

bodice. Your
jewefry accents

take this slender
sheath anywhere,
any time. Coral,
aqua, cream,
black. 10 to 20.
25.98

li'Makers News

Homemakers
The Benton
Club met for the first meetnig of the year on Thursday,
September 16, at the home of
Mrs. Willard Lubker.
The devotional was given
by Mrs. C. D. Clayton. She
used as her subject "Chains"
referring to scriptures Mark
736
5:3, Acts 12:17, Psalms
and Isaiah 40:19.
the
Looking forward to
coming years club work with
the idea of the 'Chain" we
think of fellowship, cooperation and service which will
make a better club and knit
its members closer together.
Clothing
on
The lesson
Guideposts was given by Mrs.
and
Williams
Mary Neale
Mrs. Ruth Cone.
Following the lesson a lovely pot hick meal was served
to 13 members and 8 guests.
The next meeting will be
Mrs.
held at the home of
George Erickson on October
12

,A*

Door prizes to be awarded at drawing Saturday,5 p. m. —
Country Set, Gossard Foundation Garment,
Lois Young, Colebrook, L'Aigion, and Nelly
Don.You do not have to be at drawing to win.

California Raisin /Iderro—ry Board Phold
Celebrate this year's raisin harvest season by treating your family and friends to a taste surprise with some quick and easy raisin
crisps. The caramel flavored oatmeal rounds are highlighted with
plump California raisins and coconut. These yummy cookies are
Ideal to serve with assorted skewered fruits for dessert. They're perfect for after school snacks too.
STIR AND DROP RAISIN CRISPS
J/, cup cooking oil
2 eggs
1 cup dark or golden raisins
1 teaspoon salt
2 cups quick cooking oatmeal
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 cup light brown sugar
1 cup flaked coconus
(packed)
Beat eggs lightly. Blend in all remaining Ingredients. Drop by
Spoonfuls onto greased baking sheet: pat out with back of spoon into
214-hich rounds. Bake in moderate oven (350 degrees F.) 8 to 10
minutes, or until golden brown. Remove to wire rack to cool. Make.
214 dozen cookies.

t—tti

ISMIS

International Favorites!
A coy comfort in
Originals
Art
by
Anew.

HEATER,
LEADER,

go-J.Jw%,

o-thigh
1044.9 pantie ... 19" of waist-t
Inner V-shoped bands flatten tummy,
back panel trims derriere. Nylon
and Lycrd8 Spandex power
net with acetate, cotton and
Lycro8 Spandex satin
panel. White or block,
P-5-M-L $12.95 XL $13.95
Also in nylon, rubber and
rayon power net
$10.95 & $12.50
Cotton Answer-bra has
5-section cups for graceful,
lasting uplift.
White, A 32-36,
B and C 32.40 $2.50
D 32-40 53.50

CHECK THE BEATI
It's Country Set's swinging new navy heather
plaid separates. Choose a
slim skirt or bias "A" in

11

skirt, both catching
glances with sleeved or
sleeveless jackets. The
"with-it" look is topped off
with pale blue oxford
blouses, one sports on
ascot. Sizes 3-15.

As low as
7m
1
,

rn
f
I
i

'

525°
Easy Terms

the amazing, work saving
down draft wood burning
heater with a modern thermostatic control

Slim Skirt

Over a half a million families from all over the continent have discovered
Ashley, the heater that has revolutionized wood as a heating fuel. They
get more heat with less fuel than was ever thought possible. They get
controlled, even heat for up Is 6 rooms 24 hours a day. They enjoy fuel
loads that last up to 12 hours even In the coldest weather. Why not Join
them and be a satisfied Ashley owner yourself? There's a model and size
for every need: homes, farm buildings, stores, schools, churches, hunting cabins, etc.

.....-

$1200

"A" lino skirt ....... $13.00
Ascot Blouse
Plain Blows

S 7.00
$6-00

Sleeved Jacket

$18.00

Sleeveless Jacski

$12.00

LOW PRE-SEASON PRICES On All Wood, Coal,
and Gas Heaters — Get Yours TODAY!

Fleming Furniture Co.
Open Mee by App•Intment
Phone 527-3461 DIRY — 5274571 Night
341010111

Kentucky

by Forever Young, Mary Muffed - Frames Town.
J4, Jeanne D'Arc Jr. SPORTSWEAR by
Henry Lee, Nelly Don. Pacemaker
Young,
LoU
Dallas.
of
Mies
C°Ware. Wardle
L'Aiglon,
FaIrdale Handbags. Hanes Ham and
Gresulawn. Lucy Ames. Fowles* Glove.
Doris.
by
HATS
ok.
Colawo
Set
Jantzen. Countri
LINGERIE—SLIMWEAR

Beauty MM.

by

GOMM,

Roger.

Werner.

Kiver - Roth. DRESSES

NT'
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Pineapple Princess Ring

brown sugar and
Pineapple Princess Ring boasts the rich flavor ofIts
pleasant char.
crushed pineapple — but without over-sweetness.
ingredients — corn
acter comes from an unusual combination of
a few others,
plus
meal and chopped pecans. Blend these Ingredients,
than a
Into this delightful dessert that asks no more adornment
swirl of whipped cream.
Princess
Corn meal adds the interest of texture to Pineapple
and nutritional
Ring, with added advantages — ease of preparation meal and flour,
value. The ring is prepared with self-rising cornof leavening and
ts
each containing the correctly measured•amoun
salt to save you blending and sifting steps.
too, provld.
Self-rising corn meal and flour are nutrient-enriched, protein and
ing thiamine, niacin, riboflavin, iron and calcium — plus
energy.
easily utilized food
PINEAPPLE PRINCESS RING
8 servings
1 cup chopped pecans
cup enriched self-rising
1 can (83i oz.) crushed
corn meal
pineapple and syrup
cup sifted enriched self
rising flour•
2 eggs
shortening
1 2 cup
/
1 teaspoon vanilla
cup firmly packed light
Chopped pecans
brown sugar
mold or 9-inch
Grease well with solid shortening a 63. -cup ring corn meal and
together
round cake pan. Preheat oven to 3750. Mix crumbly.
Stir in brown
flour. rut in shortening until mixture is
syrup, eggs and vanilla
sugar, 1 cup chopped pecans, pineapple and chopped
on top.
pecans
Sprinkle
pan.
into
Pour
until well blended.
spatula around
Bake 35 to 40 minutes. Let cool 10 minutes, then run
cooled.
or
edge and remove. Serve warm
directima, spoon
•If you don't sift and in the absence of othermeasure, level off,
dry
flour directly from container into a one-cup
to USDA
according
then remove two level tablespoonfuls,
recommendations.
MIMIUMMOINPMEINIM•11111

Subscribe Now To The Tribune

tiOND'
FOR SAFETY

—TOO
0 13

The relaxed James Bond approach may be an aid to traftla
safety.
Ch. It
That's one of the findings of
Ch II
a. national poll of "pros of the
Mahe
mad" — the intercity bus drivers
who log mile after mile of acct.
11/...son
lent.free driving.
Drivers for one company alone,
,
Mahone.
areybound, go more than 1
million miles every day.
As Spencer L. liege of CharCs 33
lotte, N. C., pit It, "If there's
911
3ne bit of advice I would rate
i/
Shove all others It would be,
Ch 11
have patience."
Good.. 5..•
In other wools, keep cool.
meoierve.
.///r
a 13
liege, a Greyhound bus driver
Alionvy
with 24 accident-free years, said
le believes driver irritability is
t big cause of traffic accidents.
So, he said, are following too
every school in :dosely, speeding anal entering
citizen,
to
network
reach
every
television
appropriation to sighways from side roads with.
An 11 - station educational
1962 General Assembly. If an initial
Kentucky was approved by the
meeting in Hit proper caution.
Legislature
regular
session of the
"Yield to the other driver and
by the
nearly as lo the traffic regulations" is the
grown
start construction is approved
has
ETV
will be on the air by 1968.
1953.
or bus driver Joseph P.
January, the statewide system
in
advice
Texas
Houston,
ETV station went on the air in
McCarthy of New Bedford, Mass.
fast as commercial TV. The
been built in the nation.
have
"I
know
it doesn't sound too
stations
ETV
100
Since then over
ulginal." he paid, "but it works.
if tt saves lives."
especially
anwhlle,
ing has been thoroughly con- M
McCarthy has gone more than
Health For All firmed. The U. S. Public you're young, there is one
a million miles for Greyhound
method to escape all without a chargeable accident In
surefire
instance,
for
Service,
Definition of self-confidence? Health
worries about stopping. he last 26 years.
You can now protect your family as it grows with Equitable's
announced its conviction those
Other safe.driving suggestions
Well, there's the chef who has
start'.
Living Insurance—Family Style! This look-ahead approach
Don't
cigarette habit is the
!ream this long-time safety
Tuberculosis
dines on his own cooking. But that the
txpert:
to insurance planning puts immediate protection on you,
Ito National
lung
cancer;
of
cause
exleading
impressive
more
there's a
Association is offering a help- • Drive the only safe way —
your wife, and your insured children under 18—all in one
causes
chronic
the tight way.
ample; the doctor who follows that it also
leaflet, "Cigarette Smok- • Don't fight traffic. Join it.
convenient low-cost package. Future children will be inful
that
most
pleapeople
bronchitis;
it's
And
his own advice.
your • Don't take chances, ChanceFacts." Ask
cluded, too, at no extra cost, beginning when they're
have ing, The
sant to report that a good who have emphysema
Chnstmas seai organiza- :raking can become a habit.
least 15 days old.
>eal
(
cigarette
smoklonglerm
heave it out of your driving
many of the latter are practic- been
copy.
What's more, you get a unique choice of plans with Living
pattern.
tion for a free
ing what they preach, notably ers. Only 28 per cent of thi.
• Temper tantrums are for
Insurance—Family Style. One plan gives greater emphasis
profess
in one important area affect• 60,000 doctors now
sables. ("Many a hot temper,"
to protection for insured family members; the other gives
said McCarthy,''has been cooled
ing health: cigarette smoking. any doubt as to whether ciggreater emphasis to the savings feature of the policy. For
)ft by an accident.")
a
is
smoking
health
via
arette
comes
information
This
• If your slip shows, find out
complete information, call The Man from Equitable.
a
by
hazard.
launched
why. Thus, if you make an
a questionaire
helps
so
ex.
driving
to
your
which
of
analyze
error,
All
answered
medical journal and
Woodrow Holland
you won't make the same leismore than 60,000 doctors. It plain why tens of thousands
take again. ay
C.4 Holland, Ins.
Peel
out
sigcut
turned up some remarkable of doctors have
Au illustrated booklet, "DrivBenton, Ky
1120 Main Si.
ing Like a Pro," containing these 527-8621
facts. For example, only 22 arette smoking in recent years
and other safe-driving suggesreporting So, of course, have a certain
the
per cent of
tions is available free in single
cigarette number of other people —
were
physicians
quantities from the ri.ttlon'e
largest has company. Write:
smokers, a drop of nearly 60 though at far from the samc
"Safe Driving." Greyhound. 110
AV AND HOLD
per cent compared to a simi- spectacular rate.
S. Dearb•srn, Chicago, 66601.
LIVING INSURANCE...FROM EQUITABLE 1
Will a method be found t,
years
lar survey made 10
Benof
Brien
G.
Khmer
Mr.
most
make quitting easy for
earlier.
it\\‘->
Bee EQUITABLE Lite Assumes Society of the United Stags
ten went to Biston, Florida
smokers^
Jr
Of course a lot has happen- habitual cigarette
Home Office: New York, N.Y.
over
,,
back
400
and
brought
ed in those ten years. A lot It hasn't happened so far; but
pounds of fish.
hope
of facts about cigarette amok- one can continue to

NOW!

Protect your family as it grows!

20th'tree

J.S.SAVINGS BONDS
ow

11V2L-

ost

-

•
NI 65s AT IRE ENDOUS DISCOUNTS!
DRIVE A NEW 1965 BUICK or RAMBLER
SAVE ONE YEAR'S DEPRECIATION
1965 BUICK Wildcat Convertible-. Full Power and A ir - Tag Price $5218.00

EXAMPLE

Sale Price $3695.00

Two New '65 Marlin RAMBLERS
To Be Sold

$100.00 Below Dealers Cost

BRAND NEW '65 G M C PICK-UP
$1695.00

USED CAR SALE
'63 Used RAMBLER Sold By Us - Retail $1495 -- SALE PRICE $195.00
and WILL B E SOLD. Graves Lampkins PerWe Have 67 USED CARS In Stock — 39 New Models. These Cars MUST Be SOLD
GIMMIC KS — NO TRICKS!
sonally GUARANTEES This To Be the Biggest Sale that Lamps Has Ever Had—NO

COME IN AND GET YOUR BARGAIN

LAMPKINS BUICK -RAMBLER-GMC TRUCKS
307 NORTH MAIN

BENTON, KENTUCKY

504 NORTH MAIN

Bill Farris, or &-L. Beale
Come In and See Dewey Lampkins,Graves I. an1P—
kins—'
NOM

•
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a well edjusbed diet, they also aft guide their children
along the proper dietary path.
Getting the right start at an
early age is half the battle.
As medical research scienists probe further and furthin cholesterol:
er into the muses of heart
4. If overweight, consume
OR TRADE
becoming
disaaae, they are
Electric JACK'S WATCH & CLOCK FOR RENT, SALE
FOR SALE: Lahn
calories;
fewer
mOnlle,
foot
that
Golf Cart, bargain, $250.00. SHOP, 318 North Main in New 10 x 47
5. Let your doctor decide increasingly convinced
proper diet control maa..very
Benton, Ky., repairs and re- home.
Call Paducah 442-5220.
What your diet should be, and
all alufoot,
33
SALE:
FOR
likely retard, or contribute • to
f26rtsc builds any kind of watch or
D°rit eat your heart out! then stick to it until he adtrailer, 6750.
SIDELINED
the prevention of, COTOrMie y
clock; if the job is not done, minum house
Th8t's lust another way of vises a change.
•
•
or accident kept
illness
heart
If
ctisease.
in
late
little
HOUSES FOR SALE: In and there is no charge. 40 years
It may be a
saYtng, according to the Kenyou "sidelined" for a proLEO SCHUG
work
All
experience.
Many of them are
near Benton. Call Jack Harr, of
now
Wank adults to take
could you
for
tucky
period,
life
that
Heart
longed
Associatien,
Motel
cc lsea's
s23rts.
guaranteed.
627-5271.
count on a "substitute"
the
Your eating habits may well full advantage of these sug- emphasizing for
first
Phone 527-9440
income?
regular
your
for
eode wenothier or not you gestions, aithough it is 'bet- time "the benefit to be derivYou can with ,an 'Etna
1111161111111111ONtigeg61111114111,
have a healthy heart.
Life Income Protection
ter late than never' for those ed from lifelong adherence,
RePlan. It helps provide the
The following
HOUSE CONTRACTING,
five-point who need to adjust their pre- beginning in childhood, to a
BUSHART BUILDERS
OPPORTUNITY
Build.
cash you need until you're
arid
assure
Repairs
to
dietary
habits
pattern"
on
modeling,
based
the
eating
Plograrn
all-electric
of dietary
control sent
back on your feet.
For a future with a well New 3 bedroom
4 bedroom brick, 2 baths, den,
or rePair to has been recommended
by a longer and healthier life; two basic points listed above
known Midwest Manufactur- brick, full basement, fireplace. ing. Will build
James B. KHA
carport. 3
room,
laundry
estimates.
espeadults,
by
Free
Heart
Association
yours
suit.
officials.
as a possible means of however,
brick, all
ing Firm. We are now offer- New 3 bedroom
Route I,
acres,...4 miles north of Bennot
parents,
Shepeard, Benton
Studies of population groups
lowering the risks of heart cially young
ing exclusive distributorships electric.
ton. $18,750.00.
pergreat
527-7879.
In the U. S. and elsewhere
attacks:
only can derive
for a patented product. No BOTH LOCATED 1 mile south phone
al9s30p.
—01. Eat less animal (saturat- sonal benefit themselves from by these research scientists
competition. Factory trained on 641 from Kentucky Dam
Road,
acorn to show a definite re6 room suburban home on 7 personnel will assist you in Village
Ridge
on
Cleriacres, 400 ft. highway front- setting up a tried and proven (black top). School bus and POSITION WANT)123:
lationship between the level
desired
position
cal or similar
of cholesterol and other fats
age on U. S. 68 north of Ben- advertising and merchandi& mail routes.
office worker.
retired
in the blood and the incidence
ton. House has gas heat, hard- ing program. 100 per cent
Phone 362-8142, - 362-8048 by
Phone
arts Salary very reasonable.
wood floors. Stock barn and mark up. Investment guaranof coronary
disease
heart
3(J-ol4P
They report that population garae. $13,500.00.
investment laaMMONIIMONIIM011111901111111 527-7509.
teed, Minimum
—•with low blood fat levels have
$1,000. Maximum $14,000. All FOR SALE: 60-acre farm, 5
FOR SALE: Late model Frigia lower incidenca of co.aa48 _acre farm, paved
replies confidential. Fr in- miles west of Ken Lake Lodge
good
in
range
electric
daire
lake.
3
less than mile from
ary heart disease that populaformation write Director of just off of Route 80. 45 acres
9th
W.
513
at
it
See
condition.
bedroom home with electric Marketing, P. 0. Box 14049,
tions with higher levels. There
sowed down. Good house rail or Phone '52'7-8793.
500 East 12th Street
heat, bath, utility room, garbias been demonstrated, too,
St. Louis, Missouri - 63178.
possesaion.
barn: Immediate
age. 316,000.00.
that 'there is a relationship
UNITED MARKETING CO. Priced to sell. El T. Cross,
between the
contents of a
6286 Bartrner Avenue
Route 1, Gilbertsville, Ky.
Let us show
Bite
No
person's regular diet and the
St.Louis , Mo. - 63130
have
s23-30c
teeth,
phone 362-8828.
You'll save your
RILEY & HOWARD, Realtors
concentration of fats in his
Dale Prietchard
neater fingernails and, mere
11081/2 Main Street
blood.
Advertising Department Mgr. APPEAL: Female, age 35 to important, clip
hooks and
Benton, Kentucky
Finally, the Heart Associa
j15o14c 50, shapely, buxom, (unattacheasily if you
leaders
off
lures
Phone 527-5721
non reemphasizes
point 5:
ed, self sustaining, N. S. N. D. i always take fingernail chi:a
Home 52'7-3701
Your doctor is the one person
LOST OR STRAYED: Black with interest in dancing and I pers along
best equipped to decide what
Beagle, art) for companion. I plan to
and white spotted
Sand Bagged
kind of diet you should folbed
Bedroom
Suites,
female Would like very much visit in the near future. Write
west
the
on
fishermen
Surf
low. Consult him. Don't be
HELP to have her back. If anyone Hayden Copeland, a", General coast use Bull Durham toMALE or FEMALE
springs, living room mites,
a "do it yourself" dieter.
WANTED: Dealer to suPP1Y has seen the dog or bought Delivery, Deming, New Mexi- bacco bags filled with sand
dinette set,
electric ranges
Rawleigh products to families a dog of this description please co.
as sinkers. They don't catch
Mr.
and
Mrs.
their
James
Orr,
and
York
oil and coal
refrigerators,
Joe
notify
Benton
or
County
in Marshall
in rocks.
of Guthrie, spent
Saturday
and Calvert City. If interested money will be refunded. Call
heaters.
Erase Dullness
with Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Love.
in a good income with securi- 354-8231.
FOR SALE: Extra fine young
Polish tarnisihed metal itir
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Rakes.
s16-30P registered Angus bulls. ChamGOUT M 1ST MOTeta, bib
ty for the future, write Rawa
with
HOTEL
them
es by rubbing
of Sturgis,
spent
Monday
leigh, Dept. KY 1 920 1126.
pion blood lines. E. T. Cross, pencil eraser.
Memphis' newest and most conveniently ,
afternoon with Mr. and Mrs.
NOTICE
s2-9-16-30p
Freeport, m.
s23-30c
call 362,8828.
Earl Crowell and Kay, Lake
located hotel . .Isteps from all shops,
Notice is hereby given that
City.
entertainment and the downtown business
Davis, AdrninistraMartha
arra. Excellent food in Coffee Shop.
trix of the estate of Melinda
doctor's prescription, our pro.
Air-conditioning, TY and 'Circulating Ice
P. Smith, has this date filed panfish involves the use
to you without
Available
'her final settlement with the a toy balloon, First bluegll
Water. Reasonable Rates,
must
You
Galaxon.
duct called
Chiropractor
Marshall County Court. Any crappie, perch, etc. you catch,
THE WELCOME MAT IS OUT FOR YOU.
money
Chevrolet Sales and Services
lose ugly fat or your
person hew** claims against hook him through lips with
Office Hours
is a table, easiGalaxon
back.
FAMILY ROOM RATES
24-HOUR WRECKER SEFIVICE
said estate must file them on a line attached to the balloon.
9-12 and 2-5
ly awallowed. Get rld of exPHI GARAGE PARKING
or before November 1st, 1965, Now follow his lead.
He'll cess fat and Eve longer. GalaxMon., Tues.,
150 &COMO & Wit from
or be forever barred.
on costs $3.00 and is sold oi l
Wed.,
Ke4NETH W. Nron4Ati, mellow
this guarantee: if not eats
Thum.. Sat. 9-12
FOR SALE 3-bedroom house fled for any reason, just_ r2.40_
DIAL DIRECT.(ARIA 1011, JA 44441
FOR SALE: Three bedroom
Phones:
Benton turn the package to
on Poplar Street in
W14. LIEN HOTEL MsI. sad Maine Ms.
utility
room,
living
house,
Office
5V-9061
square; druggist and get your 71
from
three blocks
room and den, built-in cabibasement. money back. No questions at
full
527-9554 Home
corner lot,
nets in spacious kitchen, on
s23,rts. ed. Galaxon is sold with ?as
Call 527-3311.
j22rts
See
corner list. 700 Olive.
guarantee by:
Harrell, or call
Kenneth
Corner Deng Store - Basin
527-253l from 8 a, m. to 5
WE FEATURE ONLY
Mail Orders Filled
s.6-30o
u(1) fat;
2. As substitutes, use vegetable oils and other polyunsaturated fats whenever passible;
3 Eat less food that is rich

Your Heart

FUEI

TEXACO PETROLEUM
—PRODUCTS—

CHARLES E. LENTS

DISTRIBUTING COMPANY

111111111111111.1111111•11.
Good Used
Furniture
For Sale
All At
..
Low PricPx

Fat Overweight

Phone 527-8651

11,F4i;), MEMPHIS/Tenn.

JEANIE'S
SHOES and SPORTSWEAR

TO YOU FAMILY?

Nationally Advertised
Wearing Apparel
FOR CHILDREN

Southside Store
All Well Know Brands
Paducah, Ky.
2314 Bridge St.

IN CHILDREN'S DEPARTMENT ON BALCONY
INFANTS to PRE-TEENS

combines old-fashioned charm L2314
with modern resorts and fine SAVE BY MAIL
new highways for your vacation

NEW 1965
GMC
TON PICKUP
$1795
LAM PKINS

To open an Account
Julie send es year
CHECK or DRAFT
Dividends Paid
June 30
and
December 31

%
Marshall County's
Oldest Insurance Agency
COMOLETE INSORANCG

THE VALLEY BUILDING
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

SERVICE

5 MAIN STREET, CALVERT CITY. KT.
Phone 395-4546
alt••

%

Buick Company

TREAS
From Kentucky's lush bluegrass horse farms to
the rugged mountains, magnificent scenery adds
beauty and interest to a Kentucky visit

Relax at one of Kentucky's 12 glamorous resort
aas,
parks. Enjoy air-conditioned accommodat
delicious food, resort activities.

307 North Main
Benton, Ky.

LUMBEB
COMPA `IY

COMMERCIAL — INDUSTRIAL
STEEL ERECTION — CRANE RENTAL

Hardware
Lumber, Millwork. Doors, Paint. Builder's

"From Foundation to Roof
We Have It"

PICTURE FRAMES
MIRRORS
FRAMED PICTURES

-

(We make our awn)

1313 Poplar

SAWS
Retoothed
And
Hand Saws, Circular and
Band Saws.
Foley Automatic
Saw Filter
DYCUB HARDWARE
527-3041
106 E. 12th.
Benton, Kentucky

Benton, Ky.

Electric Cooperative Corp.

Swim, sail, fish, or water ski on sparkling Kenhicky takes. Golf, tennis, horseback riding and
cave exploring are some other activities.

Sharpened

Phone 527-2491

SEND FOR FREE KENTUCKY
VACATION PLANNING KM
Tells all about
Kentucky vacation attractions,
plus Information
on accommodations...
to help you have
the best vacation ever.

sttergu
:
liVhete
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yesin Kentucky you can travel on
114
like the Mountain l'ar"?..Y,„,
modern h
the
Curnberiands of Eastern 1<entu`'`Y:
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• Basement and Back Hoe Digging
• Ponds Dug • Septic Tank and
• Field Tile Installation
• Driveway Black-Topping
• Sand and Gravel • Limestone Rock
—Free Estimates—

Serving Flea Counties. Graves, Marshall, Calloway.
Carlisle, Hickman.
MEN ON CALL DUTY FOR SERVICE TROUBLE
Mayfield. Ky.

Phone CH 7-1321
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RU1CK
BEAUTIFUL - DISTINCTIVE
•
•
INEXPENS1V'E
•
•
:
CO.
LAMPKINS BIUICK
•
•
•
North Main

Benton. Ky.
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FIVE POINTS WELDING SERVICE Held Tuesday
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Dies, Frankfort

FITTS BLOCK & READY MIX

PARKER POPCORN COMPANY

Marshall Native
Dies In Paducah

Mrs. A.Pistnegar
Dies; Rites Held

CROUSE SUPPLY COMPANY

MR. & MRS. BILLY YATES

James Cone,62
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Mrs. Erie Arnold
Dies, Rites Held
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VILLA SIROCCO is more than the most practical of
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of California,
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Min Linda Coins, Kuttewa:
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to deny yourself Villa Sirocco-thanks to Mr. Smith's eye
He was formerly of Kut. tigae brothers, John
taws, member of the nen Culltleenia; Billy Coins, Kutfor value, his great carpet-making skill, and Polycrest,
Gary,
Baptist Church, Benton, T. L twine Ronnie coins.
U.S. Rubber's amazing polypropylene olefin carpet fiber!
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cHEilfy S BUILT FOR
BIGGER THINGS IN 766!.

KELLEY PEST CONTROL
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Come in, darling...

NEW CHEVROLET
WORKPOWER IS HERE!
NEVI HEAVYWEIGHTS UP TO 65,000 LIS. Cent
The all-new Series 70000 and 80000
models are here-the biggest Chevies
,ever built, out to do the biggest jobs
any Chevrolet trucks have ever done!
They're ready to cut costs with new V6
gasoline engines, new V6 and V8 diesels.
They offer, also, a new 92' cab that's
the best yet for working efficiency, new
higher capacity frames and axles and
a high 65,000-lb. GCW rating.

VILLA SIROCCO BY Alexander Smith 41
Incredible
carpet value
at only

$795

Sa YD.

Chuck Coins, 31
Dies, Rites Held

Here'slow-costChevy-Van-economychamp
of Chevrolet's long, Strong covered delivery
truck line.

Telephone your Chevrolet dealer about tv type of truck.

(We Have A Plan For The Working Man)

CROWN Furniture Co.

North Main

Joe Gold,owner

Benton,Ky.

NEW LICIR-DUTY WORKPOWER!
The most widely used of all truck engines
-the famous Chevy light-duty Six is built
for bigger things in '66 with a big new
250-cubic-inch design. It's the standard
power plant in most light-duty models.
2-ton models can now
1
Also, users of /
specify a big 327-cubic-Inch V8-the
most powerful engine ever offered in a
2-ton Chevy truck. See the new Chevies
1
/
now, at your Chevrolet dealer's.

16-0061

Phillips Chevrolet Company
1207

Main St.

Benton, Ky.
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FARM BUREAU

SEE_THE_NEW_1966

CHRYSLERS - PLYMOUTHS
Thursday - Friday - Saturday

The Kentucky Farm Bureau •
in U
has introduced a resolution
•
the General Assembly asking •
•
Congress to call a Coristitu- U
pur- •
the
for
Convervtion
tionai
•
pose of proposing an amend- •
states
allow
would
•
ment that
to approtion the membership
bicameral
of one house of a
•
';egislaturne on the basis of •
•
popula•
factors other than

September 30, October 1, 2

Belvedere Is Completely NeTv- For 1966

PAY

MUCH

.2

MUCH
LESS

•
•
repneeentation

The intermediate size Plymouth Belvedere for 1966 has a wholly new appearance, major chassis improvements and a
wide range of optional equipment. A production version of the famous 426-cubic
inch hemispherical head V-8 engine will
be offered in 1966. There are six Belvedere
body types and 18 models. Shown here is
the Satellite -two--door hardtop. Sedans,
hardtops and convertibles will have a 116inch wheelbase, and station wagons a 117inch wheelbase. Fully unitized bodies with

curved glass windows and fresh body lines
make the new Belvedere look longer and
lower than its 1965 counterpart. The
standard V-8 engine in the Belvedere
series has 273 cubic inch displacement
with a two-barrel carburetor. Other engine options besides the 426 "hemi" are
the 318 and 361-cubic inchf\V-8s using
regular fuel, and a high performance version of the 383-cubic inch V-8. Safety features include a new type of inside door
handle, and new power brake boosters.

•
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at •
U
in the legsilative hails is
nece•
stake here, It is not only
for •
ssary but it is appropriate
•
Assembly •
Kentucky's General
this
on
action
positive
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for A
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cowention,
United
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apportiorgrient amendment before the U. S. Senate on Auand
gust 4. Senator Morton
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S.
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the
voiced their approval of
providing
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amendfor an apportiorunent
Senator
ment sponsored by
Everett M. Dirlcsen (H) of

Illinois.
The vote was 57 for anl 39
against. The resolution failed
the
because it did not win
approval.
necessary two-thirds
blocked
This successfully
(for the present time anyway)
,
Chrysler
1966
New
a
for
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efforts of the majority to se
sure enactment of a ConstituAway.
Given
Be
To
a
Plymouth, and Barracud
tional amendment to protect
the right of the people of any
state to set up one house on
the besis area and the other
one an population.
Serinbar Dirksen said after
Benton, Ky.
Tele. 527-2721
boo North Main
the vote that he would continue efforts to secure pas_
_
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•
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III Semite' Hugh Scott (R) of
•
el
that failure
•
• Pennsylvania said
•
Congress to act an this ima
• of
portant issue could result in
a
• two-thirds of the state lgeila
•
•
Congress
• latures petitioning
a
• to call a Constitistionai cona
a
•
amendveintlert to MVOS* an
•
a
1003 Main•Benton,Kentucky•Phone 527-9291 a
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rea ment. In introducing a As• solution in the General
w
a seirdbffy, the Kentucky Farm
a Bureau is taking steps to help
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MARKET
304 North Main — Benton, Kentucky
KREY'S HOT or MILD
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Coat Sale
$11" to $30

GIANT I
SIZE

PUREX BLEAC
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PLASTIC
BOTTLE
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•
•

10 cFAONRs 99c 1
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•
The Doll Society
•
Unlike most of their mothers, •
little girls don't need television •
•
to create the world of soap opera. •
Their tool is the doll and with •
• Red Cross
it, little girls create a. society •
that is as complex as the one •
•
their parents live in.
In its research with young- •
•
sters, Ideal Toy Corporation has •
found that this doll society is •
peopled with many characters •
•
who lead active lives, have defi- •
nite rules of social conduct,fash- •
•
King Size 89c Value
ion and pleasure, and even grow •
older just as ordinary humans do.

.1
:
LI
1 Martha White-Plain •
:
Rising
or Self

1 SALTINE CRACKERS
FLOUR 5lb. bag 49c I
1 lb. box 31c
1 Salad Bowl
i
SALAD DRESSING
I
SPAGHETTI or MACARONI
19c
Ouarl
7 oz. box 10c
I

RITZ CRACKERS
1 lb. box 39c

"Girls use the world of dolls •
as a means of achieving closer •
•
contact with the adult world and a
expanding play situations for
fertile imaginations," indi- •
caLes Dr. Myron Helfgott, a •
•
noted market research psycholo•
gist.
•
• Experts call this phenomenon •
the doll complex and cite exam- •
ples of its evolution. To begin •
a
with, a youngster will start with •
just one female doll. Soon she has •
a boy friend to date her, a friend
We receive dresses daily
•
to confide in and a family to •
which she reacts.
•
from New York, Petitte
The story becomes more com00
plicated. The dolls go to parties, •
Junior, Misses and Half
movies and sporting events and •
this means a variety of clothes
'N411
Sizes
for each occasion. Fashion accessories are introduced, followed •
• by a car, an actual playing juke
•
• box, and a telephone.
• But all is not fun and games •
•
• in this Lilliputian world. The plot •
IR thickens and problems arise. For
example, the dolls start thinking
• aiiout their educations and a job,
• choose among rival boy friends,
Jean Warmath, Brenda Owens, and Helen Trim- •
• and eventually settle down to the
is idea of raising a family.
U
There is an insistence at this
point that dolls appear and act
•
know)
you
of
many
whom
•
people
more
local
grownup.A classic example
ble (all
• of this situation is the story of
•
• the Tammy doll. Conceived as a
• pre-teenager, Tammy has conaiderably matured lately. She
are now associated with P. N. Hirsch & Co. s looks
and acts older; her dress is •
•
a more glamorous and she has a •
• more varied way of life from •
learning how to use cosmetics to •
These ladies invite you to come in and see them.
•
• coping with romantic involve- •
•
/ me-Children have pushed dolls •
•
• such as Tammy into this state of •
• near adulthood as an expression a
• of their own desire to get closer •
• to this stage of life. It is a new •
Store Hours
ivorld offering them all sorts of •
3 Ways to Shop
exciting experiences to conjure •
up. It is a way of identifying •
Mon., Tues., Wed.,
•
with their parents and straining •
•Cash
for the future—a future •
Thurs.,Sat. ta ground
alaa where most little girls be- •
•
• come big girls and spend their •
• afternoons tuning into the net. •
• Lay-A-Way
8.30 to 5
▪ work, for the Story involvement. •
a
a They stgl hardly,retnember that •
•
8
to
8:30
Friday
•
they *nee upon a time did not •
Charge
•
need this kind of video avast ince,
ay.Inekt of their
at lh
e aetpe
ihttl7
tit
lamansianaasaassmassosimummusemamosasaavemessamonselliall gl

ADVANCE

1

or REELFOOT

EMGE

BOYD MOTOR COMPANY

• P. N. HIRSCH & CO• ..

CK39C
AB
1 PL

LIQUID

Instant

i

MAXWELL HOUSE

COFFEE
1.19
ONLY 69c 10
Large Assortment Of Halloween Candy
SWAN

NEW

E
AG
BB
CA
•
RED

GRAPES Lb. 10c
COME, SHOP W ITH US AND SAVE
FREE PARKING
30, OCT. 1,2
PRICES GOOD THURS., FRIDAY, SAT.,SEPT.
OPEN UNTIL 9 P. M. and SUNDAYS

U
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In the article immediately
before this one I told how I
accidentally invented the name
Fidelity for the small village
near which I spent the first
eighteen years of my life and
even mapped out a route or
two--by which it can be reached, provided anybody would
like to see the place. Today
I want to tell the readers, the

gentle readers, as quaint oldthem,
called
time writers
about the two Fidelities. The
one listed on the map is
quite tangible, though it has
never been a large place. It
came into existanee immediately after the Jackson Purchase was opened for settlemerit in 1819; far more than
a century ago it had about
a hundred inhabitants; there
are last about that mew

111•1111101111•11•••••
.11M•••11•11M••••

PURINA CHOWS
CUSTOM
MIXING
GRINDING

641 FARM STORE
L. V. Martin
Outside Saleaman
81 Serviceman
Benton. Ky.

there now, unless you take in
Fidelity,
the "suburbs," for
like your town or city and
mine, feathers out in several
directions. Ages ago the village ceased to be incorporatincorporation
ed or let the
status lapse. I do not know
which, Consequently, there is
knowing
no actual way of
where the village begins or
encle. Since Kentucky Lake
can to be, a little more than
twenty years ago, houses have
spring up at nether frequent
from
times along the road
the village to the lake itself,
in fact, where my own house
used to be could now be called a part of Fidelity, though
a good half mile, air line,
used to separte us from the
village. With the appeal of
and
ramping
fishing and
driving
just
boating and
around, the village is probably better of financially now
than it ever was in its nearly
a century and a half of life;
just
tourists and fishermen
have to eat and to sleep. And
there is the Fidelity that is
on the map, now on a good

FREE
Bed Stretcher Rails or Frame
with any Simmons super Size
BEAUTYREST SET
Stretch your sleeping space with a Super size
Beautyrest. We'll make it easy for you with a free
set of Simmons bed stretcher rails or steel
frame, given with the purchase of any Super
size set.
Beautyrest's independent coil construction gives you firm body-fitting support ... no sagging, no
rolling together. Now get the
extra stretch-out comfort ,."‘
you want and need ...
up to 54% more
slumber space.

Selectthesuper size Beautyrest set that fits you. We'll give you, FREE,a set
your
of Simmons bed stretcher rails or a steel frame with casters to make
bed fit your new Super size Beautyrest. Hurry—limited time offer!

Beautyrest by Simmons Offers you a Choice of Sizes

5 inches longer than
standard. If you're
over 5'10", you need
a tong Boy.
set $179.00

60" x 80" size gives
you 20% more sleeping space than standard double bed.
set $199.50

fres Ridge. I immediately
wrote her and thanked her
for identifying me with her
county, for I somehow
old
felt that my little village and
its customs and people were
strikingly like those of her
county and I hoPed that the
Wilsons of Sassafras Ridge
would not be ashamed to own
me as "one of them."
You see, life in the period
from early pioneer times until the first decade of the
twentieth century were along
in a fairly ordinary channel,
would
so much so. that it
have been possible to transfer, by some sort of magic,
a whole neighborhood into
other sections of the state
and sister states without doing violence to language and
even names.
customs and
Farming was pretty much as
it started out to be when the
first settlers entered the land.
log-rolling,
Newgrounds,
house-raisin, wheat-threshprocreated
quiltings,
ings,
on the
meetings, dinner
and on and on I
ground,
could go, for there was a
family resemblance among
neighborhoods, even some of

On Monday, September 27
the Benton High School Seniors went to the Mid-South
Fair in Memphis, Tennessee
on Senior Day. Morgan Hill
and Joe Warren went along
as escorts.

At no cost to you!

Luxurious Queen-size

llla
age
in (iwn
rking
caolutviii
ysiith
anywthe
phW
ay,
I must say that this Fidelity
is hardly as real to ree, and
to people like me, as the other village, a sort of Dream
epitome of a
Fidelity, an
whole era in our American
following
history
tim lireo°nee
days. The greatest 1)i
merits that have come to me
from readers of this column
have been in the form 1)1
questions as to what place in
the waiters' home counties I
am writing about. One of the
earliest questions came from
an elderly woman who had
left a western Kentucky county not long after the end of
the Civil War but still took
her home-county Paper. She
wanted to know whether I
one of the Wilsons of eassa.

chilren t n
we aPardge°garaphdicaeliitlyy,
them,
Why farr
beck in the late 1800's and
eary 1900's, played the same
traditional games, with the
same terms for them.", was
youngsters around Mlkorroth
Cave, 150 miles east aid settled long before Fidelity was
ever heard of. We even used
the same rhymes in countirsg out when we played Hide
and Go Seek, we had Town
Ball, and Mumblepeg. and
Stick Base. The only merit
claimed for this coltrnn is
that it early recognized this
greet similarity between your
place and mine. There was
nothing unusual about Fidelity this Fidelity; it was a sort
of standarized small village
and its hinterland, just like
your own Rabbit Ridge or
Twin Branch or the Crossroads.

We'll Make Your Bed Fit
a Super Size Beautyrest

Long Boy Twin or Full Size

meteiy highway,
star
y,
a‘vt ea[y
regarded as being
off the other side of nowhere.

Spacious King-size

You get an amazing
54% more room on
78" x 80" Beautyrest
King,

Purring comes as naturally to
cats as talking does to people,
with one exception—the cat must
be contented. And, one way to a
cat's purr is through a commonsensi approach to his needs.
His very own bed, easily made
from a carton or a hatbox, with
sides, and lined with a soft material, will delight him. Cats like
privacy, warmth and security
when they sleep. Raise his bed
off the floor to eliminate drafts.
And, place his bed in a quiet corner out of the main stream of
traffic.
There is no guarantee that
your cat, when first brought
home, will use the bed that you
have carefully prepared. He may
have his own ideas about where
he wants to sleep and could probably wind up in your bed. But
you can and should teach him to
sleep where you want him to.
For another need of your cat—
scratching — the experts at the
Purina Pet Care Center suggest
that you supply him with a
scratching post. You can make it
simply by covering a log,or block
of wood high enough for fulllength stretching. Cover with a
piece of canvas, sneaking a little
catnip under the canvas.eork is
also an excellent material for the
poet. All cats instinctively file
their claws by scratching and the
post serves as a replacement for
your furniture and rugs, By your
being persistent, he will learn the
post is his and the furniture is
yours.
With his private bed and his
personal scratching post, you'll
have a purring cat,

SEE THE FORD LINE THAT GIVES
OUITER RIDE; EASIER HANDLING
Key features of the two most successful ears ever
— the Falcon and the Muvtang — are combined inintroduced
the 1966
Falcon. The Mustang styling influence is readily apparent in the
long hood, short rear deck, rear quarter "hop-up" and round
wheel openings of this 1966 Falcon Futura Sports Coupe. The
.1966 Falcon has new roominess, outstanding economy
and technical innovatione. 1.engthened wheelbase and wider tread improve
riding comfort. Reversible keys and keyless locking, curved side
glass and integrated air conditioning are among other
customer
comfort and convenience features in the 1966 Falcon. The 1966
Eatcone will be in Ford dealer el,,,wrooms October 1.
-

Dramatic styling — including • new 2-door hardtop roof line
— is shown in these photos of the Ford Calazie 500 2-iheor
hardtop, top, and the Ford Galazie 500 7 Litre 2-door hardtop,
bottom. The "7 Litre" is •n entirely new series available in 2.
door hardtop and convertible models. It features a new 428cubic-inch V8 engine and front-wheel power disc brakes as standard equipment. Both the disc brakes and the new 428-cubicinch engine are optional on all other Fords. Other feature. include unique 7 Litre identification, distinctively styled steel
wkeelcosers, and special "dual accent paint stripes." All 1966
Fords will be 6. Ford dealer showrooms October 1.

There are two ways to get into the rear of every 1966 Ford
elation wagon — over the tailgate or through the door. Ford's
latest station wagon innovation is a dual-action tailgate. Open
it with the center latch, left, and it's a tailgate. Open it with the
handle, right, •nd it's a door. Illustrated on the 1966 Ford
Country Squire Wagon, top, the new feature is standard on all
Ford and Fairlane motion wagons and is optional on Falcon
wagons. The door feature permits easy passenger entry and provides ready access to a Inrkable storage compartment, while the
tailgate is available for hauling or loading cargo. Earlier innovations which pushed Ford to station wagon males leadership in
1965 — dual center-facing rear seats and built-in rear window
air deflectors — are retained for 1966. All 1966 Fords will be
in Ford dealer showrooms October 1.

Entirely new styling of the 1966 Fairlene is dramsti7allv dieplayed in the photo of the Fairlane 500,XI. 2-door hardtop,
shove, and the Fairlan? CT convertible, below. Indicative of the
broadened family Abel sports appeal of the 1966 Fairlane is the
four series instead of two and 13 modnew model selection
el, instead of eight. The two new Fairlane series — the Fairlane
500/XL and the Fairlane CT — are available in convertible and
2.cloor hardtop models designed for sports- and luxury-oriented
customers. Simulated hood louvere and the famed Ford CT racing stripes above the rocker panel are among diatingnishing
feature, of the Fairlane GT. AR 1966 Fairlanea will be in Ford
,dealer showroom, beginning October I.

Joe Walters, Weldon Nelson, Volney Brien, and Lophus
Expecting YOU to Visit Them This Weekend at

•
1-
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UK HOME NOTES
with
Costly Pests. Even
Plant Evergreens Now. Now modern pest control methods,
is a good time to plant ever- he
S Departnasit of Agof
greene. accundinst to Be. Jam- riculture reports a low
es D. KeLey, UK As Experi- $10 billion annuli] in crops
ment Station horticulturist. and livestock due to insects,
Although evergreens can be diseases, nesnetode-, a n d
planted succeastully in Ken- weeds.
tucky any tame the ground
Men Like Stripes. "ComiS not frozen,
planting
in petition stripes" are
very
September or October
will popu!or in men's clothes this
in
result
plants becoming es- yeer, accorling to UK Eidentablished fester and requiring sion clothing specialists. You'll
the least amount of
post- see them in almost every—
t nansplantting care.
thing—swiin trunks,
parks,

Wool For All Seasons

evening
ighlight of the
Will be the crowning of the
District Dairy Princess who
kill repreeent this area at the
annual State Meeting in Louisville next March. Also scheduled on the Program
are
short talks by those* agencies
co-sPonsoring the conference
With the
Dairy
American
Association
of
Kentucky.

These include: "The EXPiind:
by
ed Program of /CASA"
Kentucky Artificial Breeding
Association; "Service* Available Through the Department
of Agriculture" by the State
Agriculture;
Department of
"Farm Pkrresu Dairy Activities" by the Kentucky Farm
DiscusBureau Federation;
sion by the Extension Sera,-

ice of the Univentity Of Kentucky; and the report of the
Association
American Dairy
of Kentucky. Refreihninets
will be served and door prizes will be given.
the A. D. A.
Election of
director serving this area will
current
also be held. The
director, and chairman of the
meeting, is Jack Byassee.

this
Counties covered by
Ballard,
conference include:
Fulton,
Calloway, Carlisle,
Graves, Hickman, Livingston,
Marshall and McCracken.
been received
Word has
here by Mrs. Mable Chandler
that her sister-in-law, Mrs.
Marvin Pugh, of Invernees,
Florida, was ill in a hoOPltal.

EMGE live Cooked
., II

BUTT

,
LB.
STYLISH,BUT IS IT YOU?
by Margie Blake,Carnation Teen Committee
Do you have a whopping clothes allowance, open
charge accounts everywhere,
and a closet thirty feet long?
4
You do? You may be excused.
The rest of us want to talk
about picking school clothes
•
on a budget. When there's
neither money nor closet
space for outfits that turn out
to be mistakes, every backto-school penny has to count!
Fashion magazines, shop
windows, and store displays
are crammed with tempting
NP
mltfits. It's no news that your
While pondering these deciwardrobe will go twice the
ci-tance if you have a color sions, take a break for fudgetheme and that you have to making — only five minutes
sirike a balance between solid with this velvefized Carnacolors and busy patterns. tion recipe! For two pounds
Here's another question you'll of Five Minute Fudge, comdo well to ask yourself before bine 2 tablespoons butter, 2/3
you buy: who am I? Every cup (small can) undiluted
year of your teens finds you a Carnation evaporated milk,
little different, more poised, 1% cups sugar, and /
2 tea1
more sure of yourself.
spoon salt in a saucepan. Over
The style of your new medium heat, bring to a boil;
clothes should be as much you cook 4 to 5 minutes, stiras the colors. If you are the ring constantly. (Start timbulky - poncho - and - desert- ing when mixture starts to
boots type, dainty ruffles and "bubble" around edge of
tucks are a mistake; or if pan.) Remove from heat. Stir
bright colors and exotic prints in 2 cups miniature marsh2 6-oz.
/
2 cups (11
/
set you off nicely, creamy mallows, 11
packages) semi-sweet chocopastels won't do!
Have a style seminar with late bits, 1 teaspoon vanilla,
girl friends to -analyze clothes and /
2 cup chopped nuts. Stir
1
and personalities. Make a vigorously for 1 minute (unlist of types: baby-doll, pa- til marshmallows melt and
trician, outdoor girl, sophisti- blend.) Pour into 8-inch
cate, gamine, exotic. Clip pic- square buttered pan. Cool; cut
tures from fashion ads and in squares.
classify them. Think in terms
And then back to the fashof yourself and your friends. ion session. Remember: typWho's right for the classic ing yourself will cut down the
string of pearls, who for the margin of error, and the
hand-wrought copper pend- money you save will certainly
ant or yet the dainty old- be your own!
The Carnation Teen Comfashioned brooch! Here's a
neatly tailored gray suit: mittee, made up of teens in
perfect for patrician Helen, schools across the country,
out stilted for sun-tanned snake suggestions for dila colSally. A shaggy turtleneck umn. If you have an idea or
sweater, stockings to match? want a Teen Party Idea Book, 777 Third
Petite Patsy would be over- let, write to
.v:helmed, but they're drama- Avenue, New York, N. Y.
10017.
tic for long-limbed Linda.

A
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Shank
Portion
LB.

59c 49c

..‘1

FIELD'S

I

WIENERS Lb. 49c
b• 39c
Baking ers
Ground Beef2lbs.89c
FRYERS w: Lb. 25c
Pork Sausage Lb.49c
4 to 6
LB. AVG"

So sheer it Is called "Naked Wool," evening gown by Jacques
Tiffeau for Tiffeau.Busch is awarded the "wool mark," new symbol
from The Wool Bureau designating fashions in pure virgin wool
that meet rigid quality standards. Lightness of fabric makes
Cool in warm temperatures, but insulation of wool gives comfo: t
protection against chills.

etc.
T-shirts, sweat shirts,
Madras also is very popular
this
'with the young men
season in every article of aPpanel.
Wanted—Home Economists.
A critical shortage of home
economists now exists, reports
USDA. Only 10,000 home economics degrees were conferred last year, but nearly 16,000
are needed each year to fill
new or vacant positions Home
economics ir an ideal choice
!With
for girls thinking of
marriage and a career, for
they'll learn about care of the
a•,so
family and home and
for a good'have training
paying career.
Eggs Will Be Higher. Alhas
though egg Production
Averaged about the satne as

in 1964 so far this year, output is expected to drop dor
ing She fourth quarter (0ctobar, November, December)
Mrs
of 1965, according to
Letta Jasper, UK Extension
marketing specialist. A sharp
seasonal rise in egg prier's
is expected before the end
of the year, with prices pos.
sib/ey 2 cents more than las:
year during the fourth quarter.

Dairy Conference
To Be October 9
American Dairy Association
its
of Kentucky will hold
District No. 1 Dairy Conference October 9 at 7:00 p. in.
CST, at the courthouse in
Paducah.

100 per cent PURE LEAN No Cereal

U. S. INSPECTED

Sat.

HOME MADE

ALL BRANDS — Except Sanka

49c

COFFEE%

with additional 5.00 order, Tob & Sugar Excl.
SLICED or CRUSHED
No.2
$1
CANS

Pineapple 4
5
PEACHES
EEi
COFF
Instant
seP.7...isobirg
49c
FLOUR
Miracle Whip Qt. 49c
29c
s 19
xes
Cake Mixe
FREESTONE

2s
/
o.:1
ze
siN

$1

MAXWELL HOUSE

ar
JT
A.N
iz
-o
OG

Ii

MARTHA WHITE

LB.

BAG

KRAFT

MARTHA WHITE

OZ.
X

ae

.Introducing the lively new
driving machines: the big, new-generation Comets.
Listen to the roar of the '66 Comets.
They're bigger, wider, up to 8 inches
longer than any Comet before.
They make driving other cars
seem like walking.
Comers new fire and spirited luxury
come in 11 roomier models.

For a sample of Comet's style,
take the Caliente. Notice
the smart upholstery . . the
handsome, simulated wood-grain panels
For spine-tingling action try
Comet's new Cyclone GT.
Its new 390 4-barrel V-8 delivers

the kind of go that can shove
you right back in your bucket seat.
Whatever you want — action cars
with pure excitement, 3-speed
or 4-speed manual transmissions or
automatics. inviting interiors —
Comet's got it

Plus a long, tempting list or options
that includes buift-in air conditioning
power windows, power brakes, and
power everything. All this in the
most exciting parade of Comets ever.
Drive s real driving machine
at your Memory dealer's today.

PURE CANE

suG , R 10 bs. 99c
with other purchases posted in store

Red Tokay Grapes lb.10c
BANANAS Lb. 10c

APPLES iBu. 4
390
FOOD
UST N MARKET

WINESAP,GOLDEN and RED DELICIOUS

LBS.

RILEY MOTORS, Inc.
708 Main Street

Benton, Ky.
LINCOLNMERCURY DIVISION (")

a7pai

i

9S

South Side court Square
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THE NEW DODGES - OF COURSE
THURSDAY, FRIDAY And SATURDAY
SEPTEMBER 30, OCTOBER 1, 2
AT

HENSON MOTOR COMPANY
THREE HAMS Will Be Given Away at a Drawing
on Thursday, and Three on Friday.
Saturday,Starting at 9 a. m., A Ham Will Be GivIn Addition, There Will Be A Drawing for a Television at 5 p. m. Saturday.

of six elegant new Monaco
TOPPING THE DODGE LINE—For 1966, is a series shown
above (top ?Soto),
models, topped by the Monaco SOO 2-door Hardtop
a medium-pnce car.
Monaco offers comfort, convenience and style unmatched in models.
Below is the popular Polara 4-door Hardtop, one of ----nPolara

COME, VISIT THE DO D G E BOYS IN THEIR
BRAND NEW BUILDING AT 612 NORTH MAIN
IN BENTON AND S E E THESE BEAUTIFUL

DODGE HARDTOP—The 1966 Coronet is a completely new car with fresh, clean
styling and many new safety, comfort and convenience features. Coronet is offered in
four series: Coronet, Coronet Deluxe, 440 and 500. The top-of-the-line Coronet 500
is shown above. A wide range of engine options is available in the Coronet.

NEW DODGES

Dart line, largest of the
DART FOR 1966—Dodge offers 20 models for 1966 in the
convenience innovacompacts. Featuring bold new styling and a number of safety andthe sporty Dart GT
and
tions, choices include station wagons, sedans, hardtops
on the 1966 Dart.
Cow/et-661e, shown above. Front wheel disc brakes are an option

FARM FAVORITE—The Dodge D-100 Sweptline is a versatile vehicle now available
in two wheelbase' with maximum gross vehicle weight rating of 5,200 pounds and
maximum payload of nearly 1,700 pounds. It offers a choice of Slant Six or V-8
engine. The new 128-inch wheelbase offers excellent weight distribution for camper use.

At
OSCAR COPELAND, JOE BROOKS PRINCE, and CLINTON HENSON Are Expecting YOU To Visit Them This Weekend
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nasal congestion, dry cough, These hickede
people
with
(tans, fever, muscular aches heart
ailments; chronic lung
Flu Is Due--Some Tips for You and pains, general weakness. rbleorders; diabetes;
certain
emperature rises quickly,
Like the old gent,lernan who
oher chronic - diseases. Also
income
the
join
How
serious? Most recover persons over 45,
choose "nog to
pregnant
tax," now is the time for all w-ithin a week. But sometimes women, and institutionalized
good men, women and chil- pneumonia develors.
Other patients in crowded environdren to decide not to join the possible complications: bron- ments. Adults previously vacchitis, sinus Itquble.....ear,:i in- cinated against flu
flu outbreak.
need a
' What fist outbreak? How do Iaction.
booster shot each year.
What to do? Call a doctor.
you stay out of it? One quesWhen? Mid-December is the
tion at a time:
Stay in bed as long as he tells deadline for vaccination Early
winter?
The
U.
S.
you to. Don't expect miracles September is none too soon.
Flu this
says with "wonder
Public Health 'Service
drugs"--they Flu epidernitis usually don't
disease &III work against most viri- strike until midwinter;
probably yes. The
but
strikes every two to three ses, and flu is a virus disease. the vaccine needs a little time
years; this is the year when Aspirin and lots of fluids may to become effective.
Type A primarily is due. But be prescribed.
Ask your local Christmas
a certain amount of Type B
Prevention? Consult
your Seal organization for the free
is ,
: ioked for, too.
doctor right now. A vaccine leaflet, "Influenza, the Facts",
What's it like? Some
in- that's asehil
National
both published by
the
against
nutrias symptoms are
like gneenal types of influenza is Tuberculoae Association.
of the common
liv
cold, recommended for people
at
only snore as. Sore throat, high risk of serious effects.
—

TAKING 4 TRIP? — Whether
going new places or staying at
home, there's a new "traveler"
tube of famous Pacquin extra
dry skin hand cream. It travels
perfectly wherever jars can't—
in purse, auto glove-compartment, or suitcase. It's also convenient for your own dressing
table or the guest room. The
plastic tube is unbreakable and
leakproof.

1 LB. ASSORTED CHOCOLATES
STUFFED PLUSH ANIMALS
OLD MAID GAME
SCRIPT° BALL POINT PENS
HAIR BRUSH & COMB SET
PLASTIC MODEL KITS
500 PIECE JIGSAW PUZZLE

AIR-CURED TOBACCO GROWERS
$9.95
SIX TRANSISTOR RADIOS
$14.88
ELECTRIC HAIR DRYER
$4.95
MEN'S VINYL TRAVEL KITS
$12.95
ELECTRIC HAND MIXER
$14.95
AUTOMATIC CAN OPENERS
CORDLESS ELECTRIC HAIRBRUSH $8.95

We are now receiving Air-Cured Tobacco for
the pre-Christmas Sales in Mayfield to be held

MONDAY, DECEMBER 13
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 16
MONDAY, DECEMBER 20
Then there will be no more sales until after the
Christmas holidays.
J. B. Humphries Warehouses No. 1 LI No. 2
Mayfied Loose Leaf Floors
Mayfield Tobacco Company
Kentucky
Mayfield

EVEREADY SHAVING BRUSH
SHEAFFER PEN & PENCIL SETS
KING'S MEN COLOGNE
PLASTIC POKER CHIPS, 100
LECTRIC-SHAVE GLIDE-ON
WESTCLOX POCKET WATCH

SMOOTH BEAUTY — The
American woman's number one
beauty problem is dry akin, according to surveyrhy Pacquin.
That's whys new lotion has been
created especially for extra-dry
skin, to furnish protection
against the elements at this season. This rich white extra-dry
skin lotion by Pacquin has an
unusual softening effect on
hands and skin generally.

FRIENDSHIP GARDEN BATH OIL
LADY GILLETTE SHAVING KIT
COTY CREAMY SKIN PERFUME
TWEED TALCUM
MY SIN COLOGNE
EVENING IN PARIS PERFUME

"As the truth of Christ is
in me. . " (II Car. 1110).
How often St. Paul, in his
re, speaks with an oath,
Is my witness" (Rom.
God Is true".UI
niseehoosa. .betecew
I hie net" (Gm& 120),
POod is my record" (Phil. 1:8),
"I speak the truth in Christ
and lie not" (I Tim. 2:7), etc.,
etc.
As Dean Rawson has said:
"When Paul makes a solemn
statement under the sense of
God's presence, he does not
hesitate to express this."
But had not others spoken
under the sense of God's presence? Of course they had,
yet Pate calls God to witness
far more often than any other
BHA* writer Why is this?
The answer if found in the
distinctive character of Paul's
ministry as the apostle of the
mystery. John the
Baptist,
the four evangelists and the

GIFTS OF FASHIONS
They Will Appreciate FAMOUS NAME BRANDS
R CI K original dresses
Butte Knit suits
Lampl dresses and sweaters
Catalina suits and dresses

NELSON'S
twelve apostles did not need
wonderful secret
a
to speak with oaths since they known
kept secret
proclaimed the, which
had which God had
all who had gone bealready been Prophesied. But
fore. While not a contradicwith Patil it was different.
Separate from the twelve,
who were widely known as
the apostIse of Christ, Paul

should insist again and again
had nevertheless not
been that he wrote as in the pre.
prophesied; it was a
new senee of God.
revelation. Hence it was apQuestion: How familiar are
apostle you with the epistles of Paull
propriate that
the

House Coats in suede —
quilted or dacron
We invite you to come in and select

Daniel Green house
slippers
Arrow and Lud Berma shirts
Bass - Hush Puppy and
Florsheim shoes
Curlee and To Sawyer suits
and sport
Men and
Boys
Interwoven .oz- Ties and
Belts
Levis casuals
Catalina and Coopers
sweaters
Samsonite luggage oboes

vs fillf(affiliates

gifts for the men on your list from
big selections of these famous name

•

Almost any new baby nen push Saida from venter stage when
the family gathers for the Christmas holiday.
But the IMMO baby can also push mother out of the festivities
too — either because there's too much to do and care for baby too,
and more and more frequently
in this age of cross-country mother has to do is put a standhops, because of exhaustion from
leeri
alwieaeyd. nipple unit on
the bottle and feed. the baby.
traveling with a baby.
This year k need not be so. When baby is finished, just toss
Scientilk advances — partic- :hal Pres
hottl
ularly in infant feeding — which
There is no problem of storage
make baby care simpler and on the trip because the unopened
safer — have been coming so bottle does not have to be refast It's bard to keep up with frigerated. It doesn't need warmthem. And they make it par- ing ether, so mother won't have
ticularly easy to travel over the ttworiaibtresstoettp. tab,ttehaebr:ctau
ar
des.idan
e re
d sta
asukranit
holidays with a new baby.
The old bug-a-boo of packing
No need to carry the diaper
the steriliser, the botUe brush,
the nipples, the bottles, the pail, either. Disposable diapers
(annuls sad the other parapher- are much improved this year and
- *Ws that takes up space and the met has COMP down too.
time should not trouble the
Several manufacturers a r e
Chkelegies • traveler this year. slO offering attractive — and
Amalgams at drug store's everySte disposable glass baby aw1
r 4—
eol for
PurP
traleelsiu
ng awake
whichaa ke
fldtirsette) filled with or lalikey, at this time of year.
!eady-,n-ree4 1,, r ant formula
A new baby is too much the
50) Of Christmas to let unnecesthe serf shores Interfere. Traveling

1

as a
-.4a1= ranks
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TWO MINUTES
with the Bible
Twit's. in Galatians 2 Raul
speaks of "the truth of the
gospel" In both, cases the
iipostie kmbd to speak out to
defend the purity of "the
gospel of the grace of God".
In Verses 4, 5 he refers to
hits contest with those at
Jerusalem who would have
brought the Gentile believers
nosier the law of Moses.
Among them were "false brethren." he says, "unawares
brought in . . to spy out our
liberty which we have in
Christ Jesus, that they night
bring us into bondage. Unto
whom we gave place by subjection, no, riot. for an hour,
that the truth of the gospel
might continue with you."
In he second case he refers to a corutrovensy with
Peter who, boring enjoyed
blessed fellowship with Gentile Christians had been intimidated by same of his
Jewish brethren into separat,
'mg ivivriself from the Gentiles.
Concerning this, Paul writes:
"But when Peter was come
to Antioch, I withstood him
to the face because he was
to be Mauled" (Ver. 11).
Why was Peter to be blamed?
Verse 14 answers: Because
le 'walked not uprightly acrorciing to the truth of the
gospel,' i. e., 'the gospel of
he grace of God,' in which
ielieving Jews and Gentiles
we 'one body in Christ.'
How we should all thank
;cid for Paul's Strong defense
,f the gospel of grace, under
which all who trust in Christ
as Savior are baptized by the
Holy Spirit into the one true
Bible Church (I Cor. 12:13).
teen
is
I ..tre
By Carol Bennett, Teen Consultant,
Bred Hair Cars Center
Avoid The Wishy Wash
Ever wash your hair and then
a day later felt as if it needed
washing again? You've probably
been subjecting your tresses to
the old hair care bugaboo called
the Wishy Wash-a kind of halfhearted cleaning ritual that
leaves your hair limp, lank and
lifeless. If you want to have pride
in your hair-and who doesn'tthen avoid the Wishy Wash and
get right in there and lather up
a storm!
There's a proper way to keep
your hair young, bright and
shiny. First, establish good
weekly hair washing habits. Seemd, pick the right shampoo.
Before washing, brush your hair
aver and under. This opens the
pores, brings dirt to the surfa
and gets the hair "tingled"-and
untangled.
Now to the shampoo. Get an
easy-to-apply gel like the new
Breck Concentrate Shampoo,
squeeze out a dab the size of a
dime and work into the previously wetted hair. Voila I Instant
Lather! Now, while you're all
lathered up, take the time to do
two extra things. Give yourself a
scalp massage by placing your
fingertips (not the nails, mind
you) firmly on the scalp and rotating them. Next, take the time
to do some fancy shampoo "sculpturing' to experiment with new
hairstyles.
Rinse away lather easily and
do the whole thing over again.
Then, blot your hair with a thick
absorbent towel but avoid rubbing dry because you'll snarl it all
up. You'll love the way Breck
Concentrate's exclusive conditioning agent, Satron, makes
your hair easy to manage.
Follow this procedure faithfully each week and you'll turn
your Wishy Wash into a Wonder
Wash. And then watch the compliments roll in.
41,

•

Your New Puppy
Getting a new puppy may present a problem that anould be
thought out before he comes to
your home.
You must consider where he
will sleep. Will he be kept in the
home or outdoors? If indoors,
you should provide a rectangular
wooden box with a hinged door
and air holes. Outside, a weatherproofed kennel is recommended.
Teach him when young to stay
quietly in his little "home" and
he will develop a lifelong habit of
doing so.
The dog authorities at the
Purina Pet Care Center in St.
Louis suggest that the best time
to bring home anew pup lain the
morning, so he can familiarize
himself with his new surroendings before facing a lonesome
night. Use care in introducing
your new puppy to the family.
Since everyone will want to pet
and play with him, the excitement might be too much for the
little fellow.
When picking him up, remember that his bones are soft and
tender. So lift him careful* With
ene hand under him hinkleartess
and the other steadying him
ander the chest. The best advice
with new pups is be gentle and
Move slowly until he has gained
the utmost confidence in you and
your family.

What Is The John Birch Society?
The Truth May Surprise Youl
This week we are celebrating our seventh
anniversary. We are glad to take the occasion therefore, to give as much of an answer
to the above question as space will permit,
for those who really want to know. So—
I. Let's Start At The Beginning
The John Birch Society was founded in
Indianapolis, on December 9, 1958. It was
chartered under the General Laws of Mashusetts as a non-profit educational organization. We have lived up- meticulously
to those specifications (including not making any profit!) for seven years.
During these seven years we have sought
to bring into The John Birch Society only
men and women of good character, humane
consciences, and religious ideals. For we are
striving to set an example, by dedication,
integrity, and purpose — in word and
deed — which our children's children may
follow without hesitation.
Members of the Society are of all races,
colors, and creeds. We are of all social,
economic, and educational levels. We are
individualists who disagree among ourselves about many things. But we are firmly
united in devotion to those beliefs, principles and purposes which we do hold in
common. For we have voluntarily joined
together:
(1) To combat more effectively the evil
forces which now threaten our freedom, our
lives, our country, and our civilization;
(2) To prevail upon our fellow citizens to
start pulling out of the deepening morass of
collectivism, and then climb up the mountain to higher levels of individual freedom
and responsibility than man has ever achieved before;
(3) To restore, with brighter lustre and
deeper conviction, the faith-inspired morality, the spiritual sense of values, and the ennobling aspirations, on which our western
civilization has been built. The longrange
objective of the Society has been summarized as less government, more responsibility,
and a better world.
II. So We Collide With Communism
These purposes bring us immediately into conflict with the Communists, on two
levels. For on the ideological plane the Cornnaunists seek always and everywhere to
bring about more government, less individual responsibility, and an amoral world.
And on the plane of action, until the Communists can be stopped from completing
their subjugation of the whole world, there
will be no opportunity for us to move forward at all towards our permanent goals.
We have undertaken, therefore, to play a
leading role in slowing down, stopping, and
eventually routing the Communist conspiracy. We realize that the one thing no
conspiracy can withstand is the light of day
on its activities. The only danger to their
gigantic conspiracy which the Communists
fear is exposure. For this reason, we do all
that we can to bring to our fellow citizens
more knowledge and a better understanding
of the methods, the progress, and the menace of the Communist machine. In this undertaking we have become a new form of
opposition to the Communists which they
have never faced before in any of the vast
areas they have already taken over.
So the Communists, grasping this fact
very early, set out in 1961 to destroy us. The
most official Communist publication in the
United States in The Worker, in which the
line is laid down for the faithful. During
the last six months of 1961 there was, we
believe, only one issue of this weekly paper
which did not contain an attack somewhere
in its pages on The John Birch Society; and
a number of issues contained as many as six
or seven separate attacks on us at that
point, and have been carrying out the indicated program with increasing furor ever
since.
Of course the Communists follow Lenin's
basic strategy of advancing Communism by
non-Communist hands. They could never
impose the tyrannical rule of some three
percent of a population over the whole
population — which they repeatedly do in
one country after another — unless they
couki inveigle enough non-Communists and
even anti-Communists among that other
ninety-seven per cent into doing their dirty
work for them. Deceptively appealing, for
instance, to every motivation in human
character, from sordid selfishness to "practical politics" to misguided idealism, they
have (gradually beguiled a lot of very good
Americans into joining the attack on us.
Until the maligning of The John Birch
Society has now probably exceeded, in intensiveness and extensiveness, that faced by
any other organization in all American
history. And in general our defamers do not
even try to refute the facts on which we
focus attention. They merely call us names
for bringing these facts to light

II. And Stir Up The politicians
The John Birch Society is in no sense a
political organization. We try to give our
members information, uedersianding, and:we hope -2- even inspiration, which will
make them better citizens. As eecd citizens
in politics
they may take an active
But each member does so entirely on his
own, working in the party of his choice,
for the candidate of his clioice, exactly as
do members of the American Legion or
of the Knights of Columbus or of the Rotary
Club or a Baptist Church,
For we regard education as the means,
and political action as only the mechanics,
for bringing about improvements in government. The mechanics will automatically be used when sufficient education
has prepared the way. We mean it quite
literally, therefore, when we say that education is our total strategy, and truth is our
only weapon. Or, as made clear throughout
the Blue Book and emphasized on its last
page, our gigantic task is simply to create
understanding.
Members of The John Birch Society,
however, are extremely hard working, highly respected in their local communities, and
always earnestly determined on behalf of
any cause or, candidate that they support.
When circumstances bring any appreciable
number together behind any particular
candidate, their weight is out of all proportion to their numbers. And that weight
is usually felt, of course, on the side of the
Conservatives—of either party. So the Liberals of both parties naturally raise all the
clamor they can against Birchers in politics. As the stranglehold of the Liberals on
both parties now steadily increases, even
Conservative politicians feel unceasing pressures to "improve their images" by joining
the chorus of attack on The John Birch
Society. Very few of them indeed have ever
realized the extent to which they were
running interference for the Communists.
A related part of the mammoth and
many-facted campaign which the Communists have now generated against us is
the deliberate and widespread attempt to
associate The John Birch Society in the
pul3lic.mind with the Communist Party, the
Ku Klux Klan, and other so-called "extremists of the left and of the right." Our
approach to the problems of today is so different from the viewpoint of the Klans that
we have never knowingly acinetted a member of any Klan into the Society. We estimate that about forty,per cent of our
total membership is Catholic. Many of our
finest Chapter Leaders are Jewish. And we
are very proud of our small but growing
number of Negro members, who are working so hard — and so courageously — with
us to show our fellow citizens, both white
and colored, how the Negroes are being
used today by the Communists to serve
Communist purposes.
So we have no similarity or sympathy
whatsoever with the Klans. While the socalled American Nazi Party, according to
J. Edgar Hoover, has less than one hundred members. And it is visibly given immense publicity by some media for the
very purpose of using it, by utterly false
association, to discredit The John Birch
Society.
Nor is this campaign intended to serve
eimply the purpose of a vague and general
discrediting of the Society; or of merely
discouraging our members and prospective members. There are plotters behind it
who are obviously working towards a more
specific goal. They wish to establish in the
public mind, and then to formalize, the
concept that since the Communists and Ku
Khmers and John Birchers are all "just
alike," and since the Communists and Ku
Kluxers are visibly "subversive," then The
John Birch Society is "subversive" too. We
believe it is to this end, at least in part, that
so many high ranking politicians have been
seduced into speaking out against us.
IV. What Have We Acconiollah•d?
We have established a nationwide educational army. It has a fully paid field staff.
This army is fighting with farts as its only
weapons. And the whole army knows that to
be better informed is to be better armed.
For help towards informing ourselves
first, and then others, we established a publishing division. It is now turning out books
and pamphlets with a retail value of about
four million dollars per year, We also serve
as very sizable distributors of the Conservative books and reprints of approximately
one hundred other publishers. And our members now operate some 350 "reading rooms
that sell books," scattered throughout the
country — most of them under the name
of American Opinion Libraries,
We have certainly helped to re-awaken,
rektpre, and strengthen, in tens of thou-

sands of Americans, the three great basic
human loyalties: Loyalty to God, loyalty to
country, and loyalty to family. The Communists know that they simply must destroy all three of these foundations of our
civilization. For they can never rule "peace- fully"—that is, without constant resistance—
in any place or at any time where there is
loyalty to anything except to the Communist state.
We were the first organization in the
United States to start calling widespread
attention to the world-wide Communist
plot to discredit, demoralize, and destroy
local police forces. Our members have distributed in leaflet form literally millions of
our messages explaining what the Communists were doing in this area, and why.
As a result, our Support Your Local Police
drive has now won tremendous backing
from patriotic citizens everywhere.
We are engaged in an entirely proper and
constitutional movement to bring about the
impeachment of the Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court. As only one result of our
educational efforts in support of that movement, we have awakened hundreds of
thousands of our fellow citizens to the
vital differences between e republic and a
democracy. Many of them have come to
realize the lengths to which our Founding
Fathers went in order to give us a republic
(not a democracy) — if we could keep it!
And a growing number now understand
how important it is to the Communists to
convert this republic into a democracy as
rapidly as they can.
Through the distribution by our members of huge quantities of books and pamphlets, we have brought a sizable and increasing fraction of the American people to
recognize the high degree of Communist
planning, influence, control, and purposes
involved in the "civil rights" movement.
Our increasing ability to get able, informed,
and patriotic Negroes to join us in this effort, especially through continuous and
widespread speaking engagements, has been
an important part of this service to our
country.
We have helped mightily to offset the
emotional and extravagant tendencies of
the prejudiced and the poorly informed to
blame Communism on any one group or
race f'organization. The historical facts
clearle reveal that the international Communist conspiracy reaches through every
conceivable body it can uttit7e in any way
to prorhote its ends. And we have insisted
from the beginning that we are fighting the
Communists — and nobody else.
The Factfinding Subcommittee of the
California Senate ended the twenty-five
thousand word aeport of its two-year investigation with these paragraphs:
"We believe that the reason the John
Birch Society has attracted so many members is that it simply appeared to them to
be the most effective, indeed the only, organization through which they could join in
a national movement to learn the truth
about the Communist menace and then
take some positive concerted action to prevent its spread.
"Our investigation and study was requested by the society, which had been
publicly charged with being a secret, fascist, subversive, un-American, anti-Semitic
organization. We have not found any of
these accusations to be supported by the
evidence."
What we have accomplished, above all
else, is to keep The John Birch Society
alive and growing, as a rallying point for
the increasing number of informed and
patriotic anti-Communists. Our members
have achieved this result, through staggering labor and sacrifice, despite unceasing
harassments, and distortions of their actions,
and pressures amounting in many instances
to serious persecution. And we intend to
keep on growing. For we believe the incredibly vicious and massive attacks on the
Society have been due, in any final analysis, not to our mistakes and our failures,
but to Our successes and our progress.

are never justified by even the noblest of
aims, and that means are as important as
ends in any worthwhile civilization.
(3) The Communists always accuse then
enemies — such as The John Birch Society of exactly those crimes which the Communists themselves are committing. We do
not bear false witness against anybody,
about anything.
• (4) The Communists believe that words
should le used to conceal thoughts, and
that promises are made to be broken. The
John Birch Society believes that simple
truth is the very core of morality; and
that when we can persuade enough people
to make truth the prerequisite to all statements and the accepted guide to all action,
at least half of the world's problems will
rapidly disappear.
(5) The Communists operate in secrecy
and darkness. We follow the preponderant
custom, among all American voluntary associations, of not publishing the list of our
members. With that exception, The John
Birch Society has absolutely no secrets 3f
any kind.
(6) TheeCommunists seek to break down
all morality, all tradition, and to destroy the
whole spiritual and esthetic sense of values
which we have inherited. The Society believes that a reverent continuity in human
affairs is of extreme importance; and that
even the most desirable change should be
made cautiously, in order to be sure that
it constitutes improvement.
(7) The Communists believe that man is
just a material combination of atoms, with
no other purpose than satisfaction of the desires of the physical entity thus assembled.
The John Birch Society believes that a
Divine Creator has endowed man with a
purpose and an "upward reach" which are
far superior to, and frequently prompt a
willing sacrifice of, the desires and needs
of the individual himself.
(8) The Communists — Lenin, Lunac.harsky, and many other leaders — openly
preach that "men must learn to hate," and
that only through spreading sufficient hatred can the Communists succeed in ruling
the world. The John Birch Society hates
nobody, not even the Communists, but only
the evil which they do. The Society believes that love for one's neighbor and good
will towards all men should be a fundamental motivation in all human relationships.

The Communists also pretend to believe—
and some of them undoubtedly do believe—
that Communism is "the wave of the future.'
We believe, instead, that the whole world is
now tired of so much strife and bestiality
treason and immorality, cruelty and confusion, blasphemy and destructiveness.
bitterness and fear, doubt and despair that
always go hand in hand with Communism.
We believe that mankind may be about
ready to arise, shake off this Communist
tyranny and terror, and move forward
again towards a more enlightened and humane existence. We are doing everything
in our power, by all honorable means, to
create the understanding that will produce
this result.
If you have what it takes, in character
and courage, then by all means join us now
in our epic undertaking. With the added effort of people like yourself, and with God's
help — when and because we have deserved it — we shall break up this immense criminal conspiracy, and return a
world gone crazy to sanity once again.

IF YOU WANT TO KNOW MORE
Introductory Packet
Special Packet

$1.00
5.00

V. Which Do You Choose?

(A thorough introduction to the Society)

We cannot give you here the full basis
for that choice. But let's put down a few
point by point comparisons of the Society
with its Communist enemies

8.00
ONE DOZEN CANDLES
(Twelve famous books, in paperbound
editions, Which give you a thorough introduction to the workings of the Communist conspiracy.)
50.00
ONE DOTSN TRUMPETS
,Twelve albums, of two full length records each, to be played in numbered
sequence, which give you a comprehensive survey of all the subject matter of
this advertisement.)
All prices postpaid. For the above materials, or simply to have somebody from
the Society get in touch with you, write
to the address given below.

(1) The Communists seek unlimited power for themselves, over the whole human
race. The John Birch Society does not want
any power at all over zinybody, either now
or in the future. Agreeing with Lord Acton
that "power tends to corrupt; absolute
power corrupts absolutely," the Society
seeks to make progress towards its goals
only by education and permission.
(4) The Communists believe that words
means may be used to attain their ends.
The Society believes that improper means

Wisconsin; Laurence E. Bunker, Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts! A.
Executive Commitee: Wm- J. Grede, Chairman ylilwaukee, Worcester, Massachusetts.
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Does Accutroiftick like a watch?
No.

97c 1

Does it run fast or slow
like a watch?
Nc

•
•

Then it isn't a watch,is it.
No.Fortunately.

i

1.•
.4011"
ACCUT11011 SPACtVItee
Platerproolt, Snare Second Hand, Waterproof?, Luminous Hands and
Dots, Applied Motes on Dlal. *4.
Luminous Hands and Dolt, Strap.
$175.00
$155.00 justabta Bend,

HAWKINS JEWELRY STORE
Benton, Ky.
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The colorful holiday les•,.n ahead promises festise wool
fashions for "at home" entertaining or menings out on a tinseled
town. Gown, designed with dancing in mind, is of pure "naked
*our in soft-stepping demi.longettr length. Featherlight fabric,
worked on bias, is set in motion by a ripple of ruffles at neckline
and hem. Waist is softly defined hy gathers and narrow belt of
matching fabric gracefully bowed at one side. Design carries the
new "wool mark" quality label awarded by The Wool Bureau
it/ fashion fabrics tested and approved as "the world's best ...
pure virgin wool."

Accutron may look like a watch.
But fortunately, there the
resemblance ends. All the parts
that make a watch fast or slow
have been left out of Accutron.
Including the old tick lock. No
balance wheel, no mainspring,no
staff and screws. Instead a tiny
tuning fork keeps time through
electronic vibrations. Accutron
time is so precise we guarantee
average monthly accuracy within
60 seconds•(about 2 seconds a
day). So you can call Accutron the
world's most precise timepiece. But
you won't want to call it a watch.
Call on us for Accutron by Bulova.
From S125 and up.

102,2 Main

Leeman's of
Jackson, Tenn.
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"much more of a free enterprsie program."
The fasts hardly jive with
feed
these statements. The
grain program for 1966 thr.l.
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WE ARE READY FOR
CHRISTMAS

FREE
PARKING
NEW PARKING LOT
NOW el,'OPEN

SANDERS BROS. NURSERY. Inc.

IN REAR Of P. N. HIRSCH & COMPANY STORE
•
WITH ENTRANCE ON POPLAR STREET.

Paducah,Ky., Route 4

Benton Road

ONE BIG DAY

— OUR ONLY LOCATION —

FEATURING

YOU MAY ENTER P. N. HIRSCH & COMPANY STORE
DIRECTLY FROM PARKING LOT.

CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS
•NEW IDEAS•
As well as Old Ones,Tried and True

DO YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING AT THE HIRSCH
•
STORE NOW MORE CONVENIENTLY.
•

We Hare
BALSAM, FIR and SCOTCH PINE

Open Friday Nights until 8 O'clock
Omen, Sprayed and Flocked
ALSO — All types of Wreaths.
Centerpieces and Door Decorations

P. N. HIRSCH &
1003 Main Street

•
•
Renton, Ky.

1•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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December 9, 1965
RIBUNE-DEMOCRAT, Benton, Kentucky — Thursday,
often move
married or
perrruinent
A college education makThe odds are cbot one-in- jobs.
almost twice as ilkfive that you will move to a es a man
to move as Onee with a high
different home next year.
Or less.
If you are age 22 to 24, it's school education
_Pledieting that Americans
will
'ven money that you
change your residence during will become even more mobile in the future, the insur1966.
company points out that
One of the ration's largest ance
our populain- the mdeiari age of
writers of homeowner's
is now 28 and continues
surance, reports that over 95 tion
downward, and that by 1970
million Americans now move
in three will go
each year. About six million one child
another to college.
move out of state;
SIA million cross county lines.
Mr. and Mrs Harold Holbetter
The younger and
educated people are those most land, Benton Roane 7, had as
likely to move, according to their Thanksgiving guests. Mrs.
Leon's
and
organization's Ann Children
the Insurance
study of trends affecting in- Wyatt of Murray, and Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Brien of Benton
surance needs.
Those in their early twen- Edda 1.
for example,
;
One In Five To
because they get
Move During 1,66 take their first

‘..11.:„77171

l'Cli R'S

FOOD STORE

BENTON, KY.

800 MAIN STREET

BUY FROM US AND PAY LESS!

THE BEST MEAT BUY
TODAY IS BABY BEEF

by TrloMPSciN

of

WE/Gil/NO SCALE
HE SIMPLEST;ORM
WHICH WEIGHED BY BALANCING TWO LOADs
CI', THE OPPOSITE ENDS OF A HORIZONTAL
IAAS USED 15Y THE ANCIENT EGYPTIANS
AS LONG AS 5,000 YEARS AGO. -

Lb. 39c

Choice Tender Baby Beef Roast

COME EARLY
lb 79c
Lb. 79c

ROUND STEAK
SIRLOIN STEAK

SHORT RIBS
GROUND BEEF
LESS AMOUNTS

smelt:

Tips for your everyday living
r; You'll have a 12-month treasury
of facts, figures and features at your
fingertips when you get your free
copy of the 1966 St. Joseph Family
Almanac Calendar-26 full color
pages filled with illustrations and
ideas you and your family will find
useful at home, at school, at work.
The St. Joseph Family Almanac
Calendar—popular for 44 years and
the most widely asked for and distributed calendar in the world—is
so much more than a calendar:
It's a digest of top articles that
entertain and inform; it's a cookbook that contains not only recipes
but tips on cooking; it's a manual
giving tips on beauty, health and
child care; it's an almanac featuring
fishing and planting dates, weather
forecasts, horoscopes, etc.; it's a
history filled with famous facts; it's
a handbook for home decorators
and designers; it's a memo pad for
birthdays, anniversaries and reminders; it's a guide to first aid and
emergency CITE.
In fact, the 1966 SL Joseph Family Almanac Calendar is a wealth of
useful information worth up to
21.50—but it's yours free. It's purchased by local pharmacists as a

Lb. 69c
Lb.89c

Sliced BACON Lb. 69c Sliced BACON Lb. 69c
UNUSUAL SAVINGS
Choice Of One With $5.00 or More Addi tional Purchase Excluding Tobacco
GODCHAUX

MAXWELL

CRISCO
3 CAN 49c

Lb. 40c

TURKEYS

gift for you—just another of the
many, many services he offers to
make your life easier and
c
.
Ask him for your free COMID
1966 St. Joseph Family
Calendar while supplies last.

Gifts That Say "Thank You"
Large 2% Size Can
Mission

Peaches

Lb. 49c
_FLOUR

5 Lb. Bag 49c

5 Lb. Bag 39c

MEAL

Liquid for Dishes -- Mildness for
Hands -- Regular 98c Size

WHITE LOTION

Box 25c

Quart 690
Robin Hood Plain or
Self Rising

All Jersey

Krey

Can 19c CHILI 303 Size Can 19c MILK __ Half Gallon 43c I i FLOUR _ 25 Lb. Bag $1.79

LOA

OR
4F
se)05%9

Doz. 29c

TANGERINES

870

Single Loaves 25c
Golden Ripe

Large Size

125 Size Florida

WHITE

Sunflower

WASHING
POWDER

20-Oz• ‘.4it L
VES'
ORANGES

Sugar.89c

HOUSE
Sunflower

10 to 13-Lb.

a special way to a friend or
If you want to say "thank you" in
Lemon Delight Marmaneighbor, give a jar of your own homemade fruit.
fresh
lade, a tart-sweet spread made from
LEMON DELIGHT MARMALADE
Yield: about 7 medium glasses
caps
Seeps prepared fruit (6 lemons, I%
water, and % teaspoenbaking seer)
5 cups (2% lb.) sugar
1 bottle Certo Fruit Pectin
'
in quarters Irom 6 mediumFirst .re,.re the fruit. Remove skins
shave off and discard about half of
size lemons. Lay quarters flat; or scissors, slice remaining rind
white part. With • sharp knife
cups water and 34 teaspoon
very fine — or chop or grind. Add 134 covered 20 minutes,stirring
simmer
baking soda; bring to a boil and
fruit; discard seeds. Add pulp
occasionally. Section or chop peeled
Simmer covered 10 minutes
rind.
cooked
and juice to undrained
large saucepan.
very
a
into
cups
3
Measure
longer.
Thoroughly mix sugar into fruit in
Then make the marmalade.
to a full rolling boll, and boll
saucepan. Plate over high heat, bring
Remove from heat and at one*
bard I minute. stirring constantly.
with metal spoon. Then stir and
stir in fruit pectin. Skim off foam
and to prevent floatMg fruit.
skim for 7 minutes to cool slightly
with 34 inch hot paraffin.
once
at
Cover
glasses.
into
Ladle quickly

CLUB STEAK
T-BONE STEAK

FIELD'S WORTHMORE

ARMOUR'S MATCHLESS
EW, MORE
REFERENCE WEIGHTS
WILL BE MADE OF CHECKWATE
I/NO, A NEW CTA1NLESS STEEL FROM
AVORDUP0/
ALLEGHENY LUDLUM STEEL CORP.
WhiLlH CAME INTO USE DURING
IS CPECiFICATIONS WERE
I :HE REIGN Of KIWG HENRY VIII,
DEVLOPED 1SY Al_ AND THE
1.f.TIT TO THE WEIGHT
,AS
'
OF WHEAT. HATIONAL BUREAU OF 9TAXPAR03.13

Lb. 29(
3 Lbs. 1.29
Lb. 45c

Doz. 39c

POTATOES 20

BANANAS__ Lbs.For 25c

BAG

Prices Good Thursday, Friday, Saturday, December 0, 10, 11

690

